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Executive Summary
Older adults are at an increased risk for falls and they must undergo balance training exercises.
Conventionally, they are done with a physical therapist (PT) in a clinic-based setting but this
method of balance training has limitations in terms of cost, travel, insurance reimbursement
policies, and PT availability - all of which can be partially or fully removed by having a
home-based solution that can replicate as much of the clinical experience as possible. Current
home-based physical rehabilitation solutions are limited in terms of their ability to provide
data-driven, personalized exercise recommendations and performance assessments. They also
cannot simultaneously measure kinematic data from more than one body part. Therefore, we
aimed to develop a solution that can record movements of multiple body parts synchronously
and to support features like a novel machine learning (ML) algorithm that recommends balance
exercises tailored to an individual; auto-uploading balance performance data to a secure cloud
account; and self-performance ratings.
Having talked to our sponsors - who work in the Sienko Research Group researching balance
training technologies - and read literature on balance training and medical devices throughout
the semester, we have iterated and refined our project requirements and specifications. There
are 15 requirements that our solution must meet which cover aspects such as IMU &
smartphone specifications, safety, data processing, data security, and adjustability.
Ideas of how the solution would look like have been explored using various concept exploration
methods. The selected concept includes a smartphone that can communicate wirelessly with:
(1) multiple inertial measurement units (IMUs) via Bluetooth to extract kinematic data from
multiple body parts; and (2) a secure cloud database via Wi-Fi to store the data. It also includes
a smartphone application that can provide balance training exercise instructions, track exercise
progress, and visualize the data collected by the IMUs.
Engineering analyses have been carried out to develop the chosen concept as part of the
solution development process. These analyses include benchmarking different smartphones
and IMUs, Bluetooth signal strength analysis, database accessibility testing, and formative
usability testing for the app. The results we have obtained after having done the analyses
proved that our selected concept would be able to satisfy our requirements and specifications -
our final solution is therefore largely similar to the selected concept with some minor
modifications. The solution verification process was done next to ensure that our solution meets
all specifications; most specifications were met and for some, we have developed a verification
plan as we did not have enough time to verify if they were met. We have also included a critique
of our design solution in this report where we discussed the pros and cons of our design and
offered suggestions for improvements in future iterations of the project.
For ME450, our goal was to build a proof-of-concept balance training platform for our sponsors
which would be handed over to them at the end of the course for further testing and
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Problem Definition
Problem Description and Background
Older adults have an increased risk of falling compared to younger adults [1]. Having fallen
before and/or fearing falls could negatively impact the quality of life in the elderly. Falls are also
the main cause of physical injuries, injury-related disabilities, and even fatalities in the elderly
[2]. Why are falls more common among older adults and what can be done to mitigate fall risks?
Stability in humans, or lack thereof, can be attributed to balance control. Balance is defined as a
body’s ability to control its center of mass [3] and it is an important health consideration that is
often being taken for granted. Falls happen in older adults due to their lack of balance control
that can be attributed to the physiological deteriorations, among other factors, that human
bodies experience as they age. Examples of such deteriorations include reduced visual
perception and cognitive functioning [4]; having cardiovascular conditions and syncope [2]; and
reduced muscle strength [5].
According to Winter, our balance control is being challenged the most during walking, and
“about 50% of the falls (in older adults) occur during some form of locomotion” [6]. As humans, it
is important for us to have mobility (i.e., the ability to move) to be able to perform most tasks in
our daily lives. One’s mobility can be determined by whether or not they can walk in a manner
such that they can control their balance and not fall. A person or an object is considered stable if
their center of gravity (COG) is located within their base of support (BOS) which refers to the
region around the parts of the person/object that are in contact with a supporting surface - see
Figure 1. When humans, who are bipeds start to walk, we lift one foot off the ground and move it
forward while the other foot is still on the ground at the same position. This initial transition from
standing to walking decreases the size of the BOS (from the one in Figure 1(A) to the size of the
foot that is still on the ground) and shifts the COG forward - these two changes cause our COG
to be outside the new BOS making us temporarily unstable. The situation is made worse due to
the fact our body acts like an inverted pendulum because two-thirds of our body weight are
located above our waists. Our balance control systems will prevent us from falling during this
brief period of instability by “telling” our central nervous system (CNS) to provide feedback that
ensures that we will become stable again. To achieve stability, the raised foot will be put back on
the ground, increasing the size of our BOS to make the COG be located within it - Figure 1(B)
visually represents this stance.
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Figure 1. Illustration of a human standing upright (A) and walking (B). The bases of support during these
two stances are marked in green. (Image credit: Sheik Abdul Kadir)
Balance Training as Means of Rehabilitation
Balance and resistance training improves muscle strength and balance [7]. A structured
exercise framework has the potential to maximize postural control, decrease dizziness and
provide rules for exercise progressions [8]. Therefore, there are six categories of balance
training, which correspond to the six different balance control systems that are included in the
Balance Evaluation Systems Test (BESTest) [8]. They are static standing, compliant surface
standing, weight shifting, modified center of gravity, and gaze stabilization or VOR training [8].
Each exercise can be modified that will affect the level of difficulty by changing the foot stance,
surface, head movements, variations in gait, visual input, and dual-task. The difficulty increases
when the base of the support area decreases by doing the exercise with feet apart, feet
together, semi-tandem Romberg, tandem Romberg and single leg stance [8–10]. The exercise
will also be more difficult in the following order of surface progression: firm, firm with incline, firm
with incline, and foam [8]. Older adults have higher visual dependence for balance control which
makes the exercise more challenging when it is done with eyes closed compared to eyes
opened [8, 9, 11]. Balance exercises that incorporate head movements in the yaw direction are
more challenging than those in the pitch direction. Cognitive tasks require higher attention
demand so adding tasks that demand voluntary movement, autonomic postural response,
anticipatory postural adjustment, or a combination of all three conditions challenges the patients
for optimal recovery [8, 11]. In addition to that, adding variations to gait exercises can also
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increase the difficulty for the patient. For example, by changing gait speeds, incorporating quick
stops/starts, stepping over objects of different sizes, or walking on toes [8, 9].
The Need for a Portable Balance Training Platform
In a conventional physical therapy session, a patient visits their physical therapist (PT) who is
typically located in a hospital or a clinic, and performs a series of exercises on-site as prescribed
by the PT. The PT will then review and/or rate the patient's performance before prescribing
additional exercises that they can perform on their own at home before meeting the PT again for
another session.
Balance training exercises are one of the activities offered in physical therapy. It is important for
older adults who need to regain balance to perform these exercises. However, balance training
in the conventional method comes with a number of limitations which include the availability and
accessibility of physical therapists; cost of therapy; and decreased exercise compliance in
prescribed home-based balance training [12]. This decrease in compliance is understood to be
due to the absence of expert feedback on the exercises that patients perform at home and the
loss of motivation which eventually makes them lose interest in continuing their training regimes
[13] - this is especially true in situations like the current COVID-19 pandemic where older adults
are more cautious about going out of their homes due to health concerns [14]. This is where a
portable, personalized balance training platform can help increase patients’ accessibility to
balance training exercises.
Home-Based Rehabilitation
Home-based rehabilitation exercises are effective on balance function improvement and are
suitable for those who are unable to receive supervised exercise programs or those who need
to perform it as a post-treatment [13, 15]. However, lack of supervision reduces the patient
compliance to the exercise protocol that causes ineffective exercise execution [7, 15]. Lack of
expert feedback also leads to loss of motivation, reduced improvement, and eventual
discontinuation of balance exercises [5, 13]. Supervision affects executive function; a small
amount of supervised training within mainly unsupervised training gives a positive impact to
balance training compared to fully unsupervised training [7].
Problem Statement
From research and discussions, our team has developed this need statement for the project:
“There is a need to develop a personalized, smartphone-based balance training platform
to support balance training in the homes of older adults.”
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This need statement has the goal to create a smartphone application that incorporates multiple
IMUs from different body segments, provides data-driven and personalized exercise
recommendations, supports machine learning algorithms, and has a secure cloud account.
Summary of Information Sources
Stakeholders
The stakeholders of this project include the Sienko Research Group researchers, as well as
older adults. At this stage, we will be prioritizing the researchers as the main stakeholder as the
project goal is to deliver a framework of a smartphone-based balance trainer that the
researchers can use to conduct tests with subjects and build on top of the framework. We have
identified 4 explicit requirements, which are (1) supports multiple IMUs; (2) supports a machine
learning framework to recommend user exercises; (3) automatically uploads user data to the
cloud securely; and (4) captures user’s self-performance rating. During the interviews with
stakeholders, we have discussed their training process in the lab, which can range from 2 to 3
hours including setup, exercise, breaks, and post-exercise interview. We have also identified the
importance of making sure that the application software is extensible and modifiable so that the
researchers can continue working on improving the application after the ME450 project is
completed. We engage with stakeholders by meeting once every two weeks and sending out
weekly updates through email.
Literature Review
Literature reviews include academic literature and standards. Academic literature, systematic
reviews, and research papers provide an understanding of balance training exercises,
physiological impacts to falls in older adults, rehabilitation programs, and smartphone-based
platforms. Journal articles were also considered when deciding on the placements of the
sensors on body segments: head, trunk, and ankles. Higher levels of strength in the lower
muscle groups have shown to reduce body sway and muscle strength at the ankle joints
correlate positively with the range of limit of stability and balance performance [12]. In addition,
acceleration of the head, trunk, ankles, and arms have great impacts on body balance as they
correlate with the acceleration of the body gravity centers [16]. Articles also provide techniques
to approach limitations when designing smartphone applications for older adults and the user
interfaces. Commercially available IMU sensors, as well as fitness and balance training
applications, were benchmarked in the concept selection phase.
Benchmarking Existing Technologies
The existing balance training platform includes exergames using Wii Fit, insole wedges with
pressure sensors, wearable IMUs, and smartphones as sensors. They are proven to show
positive impacts to balance training and postural stability but they have some limitations.
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Interactive exergaming using force platforms (Wii Fit and Wii Balance Board) or video systems
(Microsoft Kinect) improves balance and postural stability with benefits including a concordance
of visual and proprioceptive information, enhanced information about joint movements, and
incorporation of gaming features [17, 18]. However, force platforms restrict the base of support
during exercising, which makes it harder for older adults to balance and may result in falls
during training [18]. Camera-based exergame systems require a continuous unobstructed
sightline, which limits the placement of desk or chair as support that ensures the safety of the
older adults [18].
Wearable pressure sensors are used to cue weight symmetry distribution between feet while
standing or weight variation during the stance phase while walking [10]. Insole wedges
embedded with pressure sensors restores standing and walking symmetry, balance, and gait.
However, it does not emphasize speed of movement, which is a critical feature in dynamic
exercise [19]. Smart shoes, with pressure sensors on the shoe pad, used for gait training also
significantly reduced the number of falls and enhanced mobility, endurance, strength, and
flexibility. Although the shoes come in three sizes: small, medium, and large, they were not a
perfect fit for each subject [20].
IMUs placed at various body segments are most frequently used as sensors for balance training
platforms. The IMUs placed on the lower back provide feedback about the sway of the center of
mass while IMUs placed on the shanks, thighs, and lower back measure lower extremity motion
[10]. However, this option is still limited to measuring movement of only one body segment at a
time or of only the lower extremity when measurements of upper and lower extremities are
important for body balance assessment.
Furthermore, we explored existing technologies beyond balance training that are home-based
or give personalized recommendations. One such technology is the I-TRAVLE, a robot-assisted
upper limb rehabilitation [21]. It is used for patients suffering from Multiple Sclerosis. It consists
of a haptic robot that acts as an input and output device, as well as a large TV screen to display
the exercises in the form of games. In terms of personalized recommendations, the system uses
parameters such as task completion time and error rate to determine the patient’s performance
and automatically adjust the difficulty level of the game. One benefit of the system is that the
automatic adjustments are based on the patient’s condition on the day of the exercise, instead
of it being based on the previous session with a PT.
We have summarized the comparison of features between the different existing technologies in
Table 1. Images of said technologies are also presented in Figure 2. It should be noted that
none of the existing technologies fulfill all the features listed below (which is what our project
aims to achieve).










Can be used at




No No No No
Provides balance




No No Yes* Yes
* Requires recommendations from PT through the internet
(i) Wii Balance Board (ii) Microsoft Kinect (iii) Smartphone Balance
Trainer v1
(iv) i-TRAVLE
Figure 2: Images of the existing technologies. (i) Wii Balance Board, (ii) Microsoft Kinect, (iii)
Smartphone Balance Trainer v1, (iv) I-TRAVLE
The four features listed on the leftmost column in Table 1 are the key features that our solution
needs to have based on the project description. As seen in the same table, none of the existing
physical rehabilitation technologies benchmarked are able to be used at home, measure
kinematic data from multiple body segments, provide balance training, and give personalized
exercise recommendations at the same time - each only has some, not all of these features.
Additionally, none of the existing solutions can be used to measure kinematic data from multiple
body segments which led us to believe that there is not a commercially available balance
training platform that can perform this task. We aim to develop a smartphone-based balance
training platform that has all of these features and for each of the features, we plan to look into
the existing technologies that have it as a guide to inform our design decisions.
Benchmarking Existing User Interface Designs
We also benchmarked balance training and fitness-related applications to gain perspectives on
the processes and performance of the applications already being used by consumers. Even
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though our software would not be a user-facing product at this stage, we gained valuable
insights on how different components and the underlying structure are designed. We looked
mainly into how these applications present their content, provide incentives to encourage users’
activities, and how personal progress is being tracked in the applications. The information is
summarized in Table 2.
Table 2: Benchmark of popular fitness applications
Peloton Nymbl Balance Training Fitness+
User interface Videos with text
description















Information gaps, especially related to elder users, are anticipated throughout the course of
software development. Designing an informative and interactive UI for older adults is a
challenging task since most mobile applications are designed for younger users that are
exposed to generic gestures and UI interactions. Studies have found that most seniors only
perform basic tasks on their smartphones, such as texting and making phone calls, and only a
small portion of seniors exploit the full potential of smart devices and run applications on their
smartphones [22]. The lack of senior users in the first place creates a vicious cycle in the
smartphone application market; those profit-driven application development companies are less
likely to take senior’s cognitive abilities into consideration, which consequently limits existing UI
frameworks we can reference. Another challenging aspect is that our design team may not have
direct user feedback from seniors, since the early version of our application will mostly be used
by researchers in a laboratory environment. Thus, our interface will focus on the researcher's
user experience that emphasizes data visualization and information processing, and senior
users may experience a hard time traversing menus and completing their tasks.
Requirements and Specifications
The user requirements were mainly determined by our sponsors through interviews with them.
We’ve also gathered information from benchmarking, literature review, and the CDC
anthropometric data to inform our requirements and specifications. Furthermore, the
corresponding specifications to each requirement are quantifiable and testable. We have divided
the requirements and specifications into two parts, hardware, and software, for clarity. Table 3
below shows the requirements and specifications of the sensor system (hardware) and Table 4
shows the requirements and specifications of the application (software).
Table 3: Requirements and Specifications of the sensor system (hardware)





- Supports both Bluetooth (at least v4.0)
and Wi-Fi connections
- No service plan and contract
(unlocked)
- Android or iOS
- Has accelerometer & gyroscope
sensors




IMUs directly to a
smartphone
- ≥ 4 IMUs
- Sampling rate ≥ 60 Hz
- Accelerometer range of 4-12 g
- Gyroscope range of 400-1000 º/s
- Accelerometer & gyroscope resolution
≥ 16 bit
- Signal strength ≥ -78 dBm











- Adjustable circumference in cm (5th to
95th percentile):
Head:                     51.9 - 59.7
Waist:                     82.8 - 136.3
Mid-upper arm:       23.0 - 43.3
Mid-thigh:                83.6 - 129.0
Mid-calf:                  28.4 - 46.1












- Lightweight, < 2.5kg
Stakeholders,
Abass et al.
** More than 6 hours is recommended in future development phase
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Includes a smartphone
The stakeholders have requested smartphone specifications that are compatible with our
system. The smartphone at a minimum should support both Bluetooth (at least version 4.0) for
data collection from IMUs, and Wi-Fi connection for user credentials and cloud upload. The
Bluetooth specification is such that the smartphone is compatible with Bluetooth Low Energy
(BLE) so that the smartphone has a reduced energy consumption when connected to the IMUs.
Furthermore, the phone should be unlocked and free from any carrier service plan. Connection
to the internet is expected through Wi-Fi connections, so a carrier service plan is an
unnecessary expense for the project. The smartphone should also support Android or iOS,
although priority will be given to the Android system due to development constraints from
Apple’s platform. Additionally, the phone may also be used as a sensor and consequently
should also have both accelerometer and gyroscope embedded. Screen size greater than 5
inches is also required so that the text and video won’t be too small for effective instructions
when used by older adults.
Must pair multiple IMUs directly to a smartphone
The finalized platform should support simultaneous kinematic readings from multiple IMUs in
order to get a better estimation of the center of mass (COM) for evaluation of postural control.
This requires an anthropometric model, which consists of several body segments and a full
kinematic description of each marker attached to specific proximal and distal body landmarks
[22]. Each IMU unit needs to have both an accelerometer and a gyroscope embedded for linear
and angular accelerations measurement. Four IMUs are required for mapping the body motion,
two on legs, one on the head, and one on the waist, and the sponsor also mentioned that 5
IMUs may be optimal for more accurate motion capture. A detailed set of IMU specifications
were acquired from research papers and stakeholder meetings, including sample rate, sensor
range, resolution, and signal strength. The sensor range and resolution are specifically tuned for
walking and low-intensity body motion. Additionally, the sensor system needs to achieve
synchronized reading to ensure that the latency between two sensor’s readings is less than the
sampling rate.
Safe
Safety is also our highest priority. A fully wireless system is preferable, as excess wire could
potentially trip or strangle the users during the exercise. However, if wires need to be included in
our system due to unstable wireless connection or other design issues, the wires should not
swing and must be firmly attached to the body during the exercise such that the sensor system
will not lead to any safety concerns. The operation temperature of each IMU should also be less
than 43℃ following the IEC standards.
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Is adjustable for different body shapes
Most IMUs use a strap to secure body attachment, and some others are directly taped on
bodies. Regardless of the attachment method, the sensor system should fit the 5th to 95th
percentile of the elder population's body shape based on anthropometric reference data [23]
[24]. The attachment method should also ensure that the IMUs remain stationary during the
exercise for accurate data collection.
Has sufficient battery life
While most balance training ranges from 15 to 90 minutes [25], the sponsors also mentioned
that their entire training session may take up to 3 hours. Even though data collection might not
happen all the time within the 3 hours, the IMUs will still be left on. In the future, it is
recommended to have more than 6 hours of battery life for a 2x safety factor.
Does not constrain body motion
A good design should consider how the sensors are connected and attached to the user's body.
The sensors should not interfere with the user's body motion or lead to discomfort while
remaining relatively flat and stationary throughout the training exercises. Therefore, the sensor
system should only introduce negligible extra weight and each sensor unit must be small. The
upper limit of the total weight was set to 2.5kg, roughly 5% of body weight that may affect
balance during gait exercise [26]. The sensor system and mobile device will likely utilize
Bluetooth or a wireless network to establish a connection as a wired connection would limit how
far the user can be from the mobile device and potentially trip the users.
Table 4: Requirements and specifications of the application (software)
Priority Requirements Specifications Source
1 Well documented - ≥ 1 comment on each function
implemented in the code





- Use a 5 point scale Stakeholders
1 Has file export
capabilities
- Export raw balance training data in a
.csv file
- Choose between ≥ 4 data metrics to
export








- Shows time left on timed exercises
- A start and stop button




- A login page with a 10-20 character
identifier for each user which indicate
- Project ID









- Recommended exercises in each
category based on user’s previous
session





- Comparing user's data to normative
data





- Encrypted with 256-bit AES
encryption
- Uptime of ≥ 99.9%
- Response time ≤ 1.4 s






As we expect the project to go further than what we will be doing within our scope in ME450, a
well-documented code would be helpful for the researchers when needing to update or modify
the software. It should have at least 1 comment per function describing why the function was
implemented and how the function works. Additionally, there will be a readme file explaining the
structure of the software, which should give a broad mental framework of how the program is
organized and how it works.
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Captures user rating
The user rating is an important aspect for the user to improve in balance training. It will employ
a 5 point scale. The user rating will be used by the researchers to quantify the user’s balance
performance and recommend exercises. An optimum exercise for the user would be that of the
scale of 3, which provides a moderate level of challenge [5].
Has file export capabilities
In order to further analyze the balance performance data elsewhere, having the ability to export
the files associated with the data is crucial. The data must export in a .csv format, which is a file
format that has high compatibility with various software applications. The data export should
support at least 4 data metrics, which are raw acceleration, raw angular velocity, quaternion,
and Euler angle. These metrics come directly from the IMUs’ measurement.
Tracks exercise progress
To ensure better data collection from the IMU, the software should be designed such that it will
only capture data during the exercise progress. In order to achieve this, a clear start and stop
button should be present to the user so that they can start and stop the exercise when they’re
ready and done, respectively. After pressing the start button, a 3-second buffer will be added so
that the user will have time to get ready to perform the exercises. Additionally, a timer must be
present for timed exercises, which will let the user know how much time is left on the exercise.
Identifies each user separately
To correlate the recorded data to the user, the application should be able to identify each user
separately. The researchers categorize each user with a project ID and test subject ID. To
accommodate this, the application will include a login page with a 10-20 character input. Once
the correct ID is inserted, all the data recorded during that session will be associated with the
respective ID.
Capable of data visualization
For the users and researchers to be able to monitor and diagnose their balance performance,
some form of data visualization is needed. As such, the data visualization will be in the form of
comparing user’s data with normative data and physical therapists’ ratings simulating the
machine learning response. Since this is a proof-of-concept project, the normative data used for
data visualization is for one of the exercise categories, which is static standing obtained from a
research paper by Roman Liu, Danuta. The data for other categories will be randomly
generated. This also applies to the physical therapists’ ratings as the machine learning
algorithm is out of our project scope.
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Recommend user exercises
As the older adults are performing the exercises regularly, one of the next steps to balance
training is showing improvements in performance. Normally, this is done with a PT physically
available with them. However, in the absence of a PT in their homes, a machine learning
algorithm will be used to recommend balance exercises based on their performance. It will make
decisions based on at least 2 inputs, the kinematic data from the IMU (which measures how
“correct” the user has done the exercises) and user rating (which measures how comfortable
they are with the current exercise regimen).
Automatically upload balance data to the cloud
Cloud infrastructure allows the user’s balance performance data to be analyzed by a PT without
being physically available. To maintain best practices of uploading user data, the cloud
infrastructure will be secured with 256-bit AES encryption, an industry standard. The encryption
key will have 2256 possible combinations, which will take millions of years to crack. In addition,
the cloud should remain available for at least 99.9% of the time to avoid hampering the user
experience. This means that it should at most be down for about 9 hours in a year. This is based
on benchmarking different cloud providers hosted in North America including but not limited to
Google, Amazon, Alibaba, and DigitalOcean [27]. Furthermore, the response time to the cloud
should not be more than 1.4 s, based on good healthcare data management practices on the
cloud [28]. The bandwidth of the cloud should also be at least 1.44 MB/s, based on the IMU file
size estimate using a sampling rate of 60 Hz [29].
Concept Exploration
The balance training platform system that we are developing for this project can be divided into
three smaller subsystems: (1) hardware; (2) software; and (3) hardware-software integration.
Since they are independent of each other (i.e., the design of one subsystem does not impact
that of another subsystem), we explored three different solution spaces - one for each
subsystem. Fundamentally, regardless of which subsystem we were exploring the solution
space for, we would like to be sure to apply divergent thinking techniques to come up with as
many solution ideas as possible before gradually narrowing down to the one solution that we
think is the best one - though it may not be the final one - to develop and test in the Solution
Development stage of the design process.
Hardware: Concept Generation and Development
By the time we started going through the concept exploration stage, we already had a rough
idea of the kind of sensors we will be using for the balance trainer after communicating with our
stakeholders. The sensors are inertial measurement units (IMUs) that are off-the-shelf/available
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commercially and they have dimensions of a typical car key fob. In addition, we also knew that
the use of a smartphone is a requirement for the system and it can be used as an IMU and/or a
media player for exercise videos.
For the sensor system, we benchmarked several commercially available IMUs to inform our
design process. The information is summarized in Table 5 below.
Table 5: Benchmarks of commercially-available IMUs













Up to 7 Up to 3 Up to 7
Battery life Up to 6 hours Up to 8 hours Up to 6 hours
Cost (single unit) $105 $80.99 - $87.99 $199 - $249
From the benchmarking results, we found that Bluetooth can be severely limiting with multiple
concurrent connections. This is because the central device (the smartphone) only has one radio
and one antenna, and when it is shared between the different peripheral devices (the IMUs), the
throughput of the Bluetooth receiver becomes limited, reducing the speed at which the data is
transferred. However, Bluetooth is the only way we have identified to connect directly to
smartphones as there were no other wireless protocols that didn’t require a hub (an
intermediary between the IMUs and smartphone).
Having known how the hardware components should look like for the system, we started
brainstorming ideas for how to attach the IMUs to the body parts for which kinematic data are
measured - both legs near the mid-calf, the trunk, and the head, to name a few - as well as how
to use the smartphone during an exercise. We had a small brainstorming session (~10 minutes)
where every team member generated as many ideas as possible on a Google Jamboard
without any regard for their feasibility. The rationale behind using brainstorming as an ideation
tool is that we wanted to create a platform for everyone to think creatively without feeling like
they were being judged as the best solutions can sometimes be inspired by many different
ideas. Figure 3 below shows some of the ideas that were generated during the session.
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Figure 3: Several sensor attachment ideas generated from the brainstorming session.
Ideas generated during the brainstorming were then further developed through morphological
analysis. When performing this analysis, the first step being done was identifying the four
sub-functions of the system’s hardware: (1) IMU attachment to the trunk; (2) IMU attachment to
head; (3) IMU attachment to limbs (arms & legs); and (4) smartphone placement during
exercise. Then, a morphological chart was made such that each row on the chart represents the
ideas (one in each column) that correspond to one sub-function. Generated ideas were
organized into what sub-functions they belong to using this chart. We looked at each row on the
chart and thought about additional solutions that could fulfill the sub-function that was being
looked at. The use of a morphological chart as a concept development tool for the system’s
hardware is beneficial to our team as we were able to structurally generate/develop ideas
according to the requirements our system must fulfill. We thought that other tools like design
heuristics and TRIZ were less suitable for our purposes as these tools support novelty and
variety in finding a solution which we prioritize less when compared to functionality. Figure 4
presents the morphological chart that we have created and a full description of each of the ideas
put in this chart can be found in Appendix B.
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Figure 4: Morphological chart for the hardware. The check marks in multiple colors represent the team
members’ votes for the best ideas for each sub-function (explanation below).
With at least 7 components (concepts) in each row, we have identified at least 74 = 2401
possible combinations from the morphological chart, one of which would ultimately become the
selected concept. It would be very time-consuming and counterproductive to evaluate all of the
possible combinations before selecting a solution to develop, so we have decided for each team
member to take a vote on the two best ideas from each row leaving only 24 = 16 possible
combinations that would move on to the concept selection process. The top two ideas for each
sub-function as decided by a majority vote by all team members are shown in Figure 5. Any one
combination is formed by putting together four ideas, one from each sub-function.
The Concept Evaluation/Selection section below explains how these 16 combinations would be
evaluated using a structured process which helps us to finally converge to one solution that we
will develop in the next design stage.
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Figure 5: Top two ideas for each sub-function as voted by the team members.
Hardware: Concept Evaluation/Selection
Concept Screening
The first step we took in selecting the best solution to move forward with was screening each of
the 16 combinations from the concept development stage by comparing the ideas in Figure 5
against the list of requirements and specifications in Tables 3 and 4. The idea(s) that we thought
would not be able to fulfill any of the requirements if it was/they were realized.
The only idea that failed the concept screening process was the sleeve that would be used to
attach IMUs to limbs as we thought that it would not be adjustable enough for different body
shapes - it cannot be a one-size-fits-all solution. If we would like to accommodate the 95th
percentile limb circumferences using sleeves, it would only be achievable if the sleeves come in
multiple sizes like how most T-shirts and pants do. Since the final product will be first used by
our sponsors who are also researchers in balance training studies, they should have a product
that can accommodate as many users (research subjects) as possible without the need to
change some of the parts for different people.
Eliminating the sleeve idea reduced the number of possible combinations to eight (8).
Concept Evaluation
After screening the concepts and getting the number of possible combinations to eight (8), these
combinations go through an evaluation process that begins with judgment of their feasibility.
Since this product will be eventually used by patients once this proof-of-concept is successfully
developed by our stakeholders, we do not aim to custom-make the hardware and we would like
to get as many parts off the shelf as possible. Hence, we have decided to conduct a feasibility
judgment on the eight combinations by researching whether or not the parts in these
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combinations are commercially available (i.e., ready-made for purchase). While browsing for
different off-the-shelf sensor systems, we discovered that each of the sensor (IMU)
manufacturers sells straps with pockets designed specifically for their sensors as one of the
ways to attach them to the human body. We also came across head strap mounts for action
cameras like GoPro cameras on Amazon that we thought could be retrofitted for our IMUs by
using adhesives to mount them to the strap at the position where an action camera would be
placed. Lanyards with phone pouches can also be found easily from most retailers. However,
we could not find any kind of suspender-style devices that can be used as sensor attachment
devices to the body. Figure 6 below shows some examples of commercially available sensor
attachment devices.
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Figure 6: Some examples of commercially available sensor attachment devices. From the top: strap for
LPMS-B2 sensors, strap for MbientLab MMR sensors, straps for Xsens DOT, and head strap mount for
GoPro cameras available on Amazon.com.
After the possible solutions went through a feasibility judgment process, we were able to further
reduce the number of possible combinations to four (4). These combinations are shown in detail
in Table 6. They were then compared against each other using a list of pros and cons, and the
best solution based on the list would be selected for development.














We discussed the advantages and disadvantages of each of the options in Table 6 above and
wrote them in a table of pros and cons as shown in Table 7 below.
Table 7: Pros and cons for each of the options.
Options 1 2 3 4
Pros
































head - may be
messy
Phone is far from
user
Having listed down the pros and cons, we were able to easily decide the solution that we think
will most likely succeed. Since we prioritize the balance trainer system being lightweight, we
would choose either option 2 or 4. While options 1 and 3 have the advantage of the phone being
able to be used as an IMU in addition to the dedicated sensor system that we will purchase, we
do not think that this is a need for our project at this stage of the design process. To decide
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between options 2 and 4, we looked at their list of cons as they have the same list of pros and
we ultimately decided that the need to use adhesives to mount an IMU to the head strap might
be inconvenient to the users. Hence, option 2 was chosen as the solution that we would like to
develop moving forward. However, it is important to note that this solution is not final and since
the design process is an iterative one, we may come back to this stage of the design process to
choose another solution to develop should the development of option 2 fail.
Figure 7: The solution that will be developed (option 2) for hardware. The straps should be adjustable up
to their maximum lengths which are stated above. These lengths are determined using the 5th to 95th
percentile body part circumferences as listed in the requirements and specifications table as a guide. The
placement of the smartphone away from the user during exercise allows them to use it as a media player
to watch exercise videos while performing balance training exercises. This solution can fulfill the hardware
requirements such that the use of a smartphone is incorporated into the system, the straps are adjustable
up to the 95th percentile circumferences, and the hardware itself is lightweight in general which should not
constrain body motion during exercise.
Software: Concept Generation and Development
The concepts for the user interface design were generated using four different concept
generation methods to come up with possible solutions for our mobile application. The methods
are (1) brainstorming, (2) benchmarking, (3) functional decomposition, and (4) Usability
Heuristics for User Interface Design. The concept considers older adults’ limitations as they are
one of our stakeholders and their usability needs are different from other adults, especially for
the user interface and user experience design. The benchmark of mobile applications can be
seen in Table 2 on page 11.
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Brainstorming
The concept generation of the user interface design began with brainstorming the software flow:
user journey and back-end flow as well as the functional decomposition of the design.
Brainstorming was used to generate ideas for software because we are all comfortable with
mobile applications individually and brainstorming will be able to bring together all the diverse
experiences and suggestions from each member to find solutions to our problems. We
conducted the brainstorming session through Figma, a web-based design and prototyping tool
for UI and UX design applications, where all the ideas were written or developed into multiple
frames so they can be visualized instantly.
Figure 8: User Journey Figure 9: Back-end flow
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Figure 10: Screenshot of Figma prototyping interface used during brainstorming session.
Functional Decomposition
We performed functional decomposition for our interface designs during brainstorming sessions
to break down the overall function of the application to smaller, fewer dominant components so
that we can focus on the usability of these main branches before branching out and adapting
them to the application interface. The five main components we identified initially include a login
component, exercise overview, exercise instructions, progress tracking, and performance rating
component. The functions were then narrowed down from five to three after getting feedback
from stakeholders that the concept for both the login function and the performance rating
function has been decided by the stakeholders. Thus, the updated functional components now
consist of exercise overview, exercise instructions, and progress tracking with data visualization.
Usability Heuristics for User Interface Design
Usability Heuristics for User Interface Design by Jakob Nielsen was used as usability guidelines
during concept development of the interactive design of the mobile application. These
guidelines are used to identify the ways to address important issues with usability to prevent any
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major usability flaws in the early stage of the design. A more specific explanation of the usability
heuristics that were used is shown in Table 8 below [30].
Table 8: Application of Usability Heuristics to Interface Concept Development [30]
Usability Heuristics Explanation Application to interface design
Visibility of system
status
How well is the state of the
system is conveyed to the users
- Display of remaining time
left for timed exercise




Allow users freedom to be in
control of interaction, even if
they made a mistake and will
need an exit way
- Large stop and cancel
exercise button
- Large back button
Consistency and
Standards
Follow platform or industry
conventions
- Use of universal icons









These concepts were then evaluated using a pros and cons list because these concepts were a
mix of different features. By using a pros and cons list, we can evaluate the features of the
concepts to pick their good or preferable features and avoid features that are not suitable for our
users’ needs and limitations. Based on the feedback we receive from stakeholders, we
prototype the application, which combines the good features from the pros and cons list, and
tested it to finalize our user interface design.
Top Concepts
(1) Exercise Overview
The concepts for exercise overview are combinations of multiple features, which are the use of
icons or images as a visual aid, different representations of exercise recommendations, exercise
history, and navigation buttons. All three concepts include recommended exercises to meet the
software requirements as shown in Table 4 on page 15.
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Concepts 1 2 3
Pros - Tab bar for easy
navigation
- Minimal design
- All options present in
a frame
- Icon as visual aid
- Only recommended
options present
- Has exercise history
- Color contrast to
indicate completed
exercise
- Image as visual aid
- Has exercise history
- Color contrast to
indicate completed
exercise
Cons - No visual aid





- Need to scroll
(2) Exercise Instructions
Based on the requirements of the project, the application has to provide exercise instructions for
the users. As shown below, the concepts generated for the exercise instructions function
incorporate this requirement in two forms, which are video and text format. The video could be
an option and can be skipped if it is no longer needed.
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- Ready button with
countdown timer is
attention-grabbing.
- Hybrid with video as
a source of reference
to text instructions.






- Users have more
control over video
playback.
Cons - New users might
misinterpret
instructions.
- Does not work well
with complicated
instructions.







- Bigger screen real
estate on video
means less room for
other components
such as notifications.
(3) Data visualization and Progress Tracking
The mobile application is required to visualize the balance training data of the user as per the
requirement in Table 4 on page 16. The data comes in two forms which are user progress
tracking and balance data visualization for each exercise.
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Concepts 1 2 3
Pros - Data viz and
progress in a frame
- Data and progress
for each exercise
- Overview of today’s
and past activities
- Tab bar of progress
tracking and data viz
- Data and progress
for each exercise




- Data and progress
for each exercise
Cons - Information overload
- Data viz might be
irrelevant for older
adults
- Information overload - Small data viz button
Prototyping
From the pros and cons list, we combine the good features into the prototype which is in the
order of the user journey in Figure 8 page 27. Older adults being one of our stakeholders and
having different usability needs for user interface design compared to other adults, we have
taken their limitations into consideration when prototyping our user interface design. Soft colors
were used for the buttons in the application as older adults might have vision problems when
dealing with bright colors [31]. As for the text, black Sans-serif fonts, with at least 14 point size
were used to help older adults with poor visibility to read as it improves contrast with the
background and clarity of the text [31–33]. We chose the concept with an icon next to the label
for buttons as simple illustrations can help with understanding the options in the application and
improve older adults’ experience with the interface [31, 34, 35]. We also include icons in the
exercise instructions to ensure a more user-friendly interface as per the requirement. As older
adults experienced difficulty with successfully choosing targets due to reduced motor control,
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coordination of fingers, and dexterity issues; large graphics, buttons, and icons are used to
ensure they are pushing the right buttons [31, 32, 35].
Our prototype can be seen in Figure 11. When prototyping, we also made sure that the
prototype meets the software requirements and specifications of the project in Table 4 on pages
15 and 16. Before starting the exercise, users will enter a 10-20 character identifier which
indicates the project ID and test subject ID so the researcher can identify each user separately.
Users can then choose from the 5 recommended exercises for each category based on their
previous sessions, a feature that meets the requirements and specifications. The exercise that
has been done during the session is grayed out to prevent users from repeating the same
exercise and to indicate that it is no longer appropriate for them [32]. The interface has a tab bar
at the bottom for easy navigation and to make the options more accessible. To meet the
requirements and specifications of tracking exercise progress, the timer interface has a large
start and stop exercise button, a 3 seconds buffer before the timer starts to give users time to be
ready and it will show the time left on timed exercises. For exercises that require users to match
a tempo, a metronome option is available in the application. Users are able to rate their
perceived stability after each exercise using a visual analog scale of 1-5 scale which aligns with
the requirements and specifications of capturing user rating [5]. The application also includes
exercise instructions, which come in two formats: text and optional video to give flexibility in use
to accommodate their preferences [32]. The exercise instructions will also include simple icons
which describe the exercise activities to help them understand the focus of the activity and
make the interface more user-friendly [31, 34, 35]. The application will also visualize data for
each exercise in at least two plots: bar chart for progress tracking and body sway graph for data
visualization in different tabs to accommodate our different users, which are either researchers
or older adults.
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Figure 11: User Interface Prototype
Hardware-Software Integration (Sensor Connection Topology)
Figure 12: Sensor Connection Topologies.
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Several wireless body area network options have been explored for our system. Most proposed
sensor network architectures are specifically built for laboratory environments, and thus, our
options are constrained by market supply and only a few practical options can be chosen based
on commercial availability.
The first method is connecting the IMU directly with the smartphone in a Bluetooth piconet [36],
shown as the first diagram in Figure 12, and the smartphone would handle synchronization and
data logging tasks. Several IMUs we have benchmarked using this connection architecture also
provide SDK support for mobile platforms (XSENS DOT and Mbientlab MMR, etc). The software
implementation would be relatively simple, as the phone exchanges information directly with the
IMUs and sends a uniform request to start and stop the recording. One obvious downside is that
the classic Bluetooth connection only allows at most 7 slave devices in one Bluetooth piconet,
and as a result, the sensor number is not scalable.
One alternative method is instead of connecting the phone and IMUs directly, the system can
include a microcontroller as an intermediate master node and form a Bluetooth scatter net [37],
shown as the second diagram in Figure 12. The micro-controller would either combine multiple
IMU readings into a single data stream or serialize the IMU data and send the data one at a
time. By connecting the sensors, microcontroller, and smartphone in a tree structure, more
sensors can be included in the system. However, the phone needs to ensure synchronization
between the controller and IMUs and supports data streaming from the controllers; therefore,
the app development for this topology will be more complicated. Additionally, most IMU
suppliers using the second topology don’t have SDK support for mobile platforms and we would
have to build everything from scratch. Most importantly, the micro-controllers are usually
external hubs or external access points, and the stakeholders explicitly mentioned that the
system shouldn’t include any external hub in our system. Therefore, our application
development will revolve around the first connection topology.
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Solution Development and Verification
Engineering Analysis
In order to evaluate and optimize our design, we conducted analyses that address the design
drivers and design questions as shown in Table 9. The phone and IMU selection design driver is
vital for our project as the smartphone has to be suitable for older adults’ use and the IMUs
need to meet the specifications to collect kinematic data of balance exercise. Hence, this design
driver is of priority 1. The second design driver, which is the connection between IMU and
smartphone, is also of priority 1 because we need to ensure that the IMUs and the phone are
able to communicate with each other to collect and process kinematic data through the mobile
application. To ensure that the communication is seamless, we also come up with SDK
integration as the third design driver, with the same priority level. The last design driver with
priority level 1 is the back end of the project. This back end infrastructure is crucial for our
project as the back end stores the processed data and is the source for data visualization of our
project. All the design drivers with priority level 1 are critical in ensuring that the system operates
as needed.
The design drivers with priority level 2 are the user interface/experience of the mobile
application and the risk analysis. The user interface driver is important to ensure that the
application is user-friendly and easy to be used while preventing any bugs. The risk analysis is
also crucial to assess the risk of the system and ensure the safety of the users. However, if the
analysis for these design drivers fails, it would not destroy the whole concept solution.
Table 9: Design Drivers and Analysis
Priority Design Driver Design Questions Analysis
1 Phone & IMUselection
● Which smartphone works best
for this application?







● How reliable is the bluetooth
connection?




● What is the workflow between
SDK and IMUs?
● How compatible are the SDK
functions with the rest of
code?
● Unit testing for each
sub-function.
● Stress test and stability
test over long period
without crashing
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● How intuitive and easy to
understand is the interface?
● Will there be any





● How do we make sure our
back end will collect all the
data we need?
● How do we organize the data
for access later?
● Create an entity
relationship diagram
● Run tests on Firebase
database
2 Risk Analysis
● How safe is the product for
end users to use?
● How do I minimize these
concerns?
● Risk Assessment
● Failure Modes and
Effect Analysis (FMEA)
IMU Benchmarking
To make an informed decision on our IMU selection, a benchmark of commercially available
IMUs was performed. A preliminary benchmark was done during the concept generation phase,
which revealed 3 IMUs suitable for this project: Xsens Dot, Mbientlab MMR, and LPMS-B2.
Since then, we populated the benchmark with more details such as accelerometer and
gyroscope ranges and resolution. Additionally, existing IMUs previously used by the
stakeholders such as the APDM Opal and Xsens MTw were added for comparison. The
benchmark table can be seen in Appendix C.1.
Benchmarking is a great way to get an overview of the specifications of existing products on the
market and comparing them to our requirements and specifications. It allows us to see the
strengths and weaknesses of each product and make informed tradeoffs with regards to the
price and functionality of the IMUs. Once an IMU is selected, it will determine the development
platform and narrow down the smartphone choices based on the respective IMU’s SDK
requirements.
After a discussion with our stakeholders about the benchmark with regards to price, ability to
simultaneously connect to a smartphone, accelerometer and gyroscope specifications, sampling
rate, documentation, and lead time, the IMU selected was Xsens Dot. Even though our selection
is based on specifications, there are other factors that cannot be determined purely from the
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specification sheet. One such factor is Bluetooth connection reliability. There are no research
papers with regards to this specific IMU on connection performance, and while customer
support has indicated that the IMU can connect up to 5 at once, we will be performing a
Bluetooth analysis to quantitatively measure the Bluetooth performance.
Smartphone Benchmarking
Similar to IMU benchmarking, the same process was applied for smartphones. It gives us an
overview of the specifications of existing products and allows us to compare them to our
requirements and specifications to choose the best smartphone for the project. However, there
are infinitely many smartphones to choose from based on our specifications, so we focused on
two main operating systems: Android and iOS, and from that choosing a higher-end model and
a budget model. Our final smartphone list includes: iPhone XR, iPhone 11, Samsung Galaxy
A71 5G, Samsung Galaxy A51, and OnePlus Nord N100. The benchmark table can be seen in
Appendix C.2.
One of the things we tried to find was the Bluetooth chip and accelerometer/gyroscope chip.
This is to evaluate the performance of Bluetooth connections based on the smartphone and the
performance of the smartphone’s accelerometer/gyroscope respectively. However, phone
manufacturers normally don’t disclose this information. In the table, we’ve highlighted both
specifications in red to signify that not enough information can be found. As such, we’re not able
to determine the Bluetooth performance or accelerometer/gyroscope performance of the
smartphones.
From the benchmark, iPhones were eliminated earlier because they run on iOS, which requires
a Mac to do application development. This limits the platform for future application development,
especially when it is handed over to the researchers. From the rest of the Android smartphones,
OnePlus was also eliminated because of its relatively unknown brand recognition in research,
even though it is a budget smartphone. On the other hand, Samsung is a common sight in
research. Of the remaining Samsung phones, we decided to choose the Samsung Galaxy A71
5G in the end because of better futureproofing. Even though it’s more expensive, it has a better
processor and RAM, which will be important when handling simultaneous Bluetooth
connections. Additionally, the better processor and RAM can help maintain smooth operations of
additional features in further iterations of the application.
Bluetooth Analysis
A Bluetooth analysis was performed to answer questions regarding the reliability of the
Bluetooth connections between the smartphone and IMUs, as well as finding any latency
issues. An empirical analysis was conducted with a total of two experiments, the results of which
will tell us the optimum number of IMU connected to a smartphone and maximum distance
between IMU and smartphone without losing data. Empirical testing is suitable for quantitatively
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measuring the Bluetooth performance because real-life testing allows us to take various factors
that affect connectivity into account such as Wi-Fi (operating at 2.4GHz) and Bluetooth
interference from other electronic devices.
Experimental Setup
This experiment requires three things: the smartphone, the IMUs, and a room (at least 9 m in
length), as shown in Figure 13. Additionally, it requires a Wi-Fi/Bluetooth analyzer application to
detect the presence of additional signals that may cause interference and the Xsens DOT
application to collect balance data, shown in Figure 14.
Figure 13: Experimental setup (from left to right) -- IMU, smartphone, and a room
Figure 14: Apps used for Bluetooth Analysis
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Methods
Table 10: Detailed Bluetooth Analysis Procedure
Parameter Varying Distance Varying Number of IMU
Steps 1. Connect one IMU to the phone and
attach it to the trunk
2. Stand 1 meters away from the
phone
3. Perform one leg raise exercise for
30 seconds
4. Record data and bluetooth signal
strength during the exercise
5. Repeat step 1 to 4, but with 2m,
3m, 4m, 5m, and 9m away from
the phone
1. Connect one IMU to the phone and
attach it to the trunk
2. Stand 1 meters away from the
phone
3. Perform one leg raise exercise  for
30 seconds
4. Record data and bluetooth signal
strength during the exercise
5. Repeat step 1 to 4, but with 2 (add
right leg), 3 (add left leg), 4 (add
head), and 5 IMUs (add right wrist)
connected respectively
Results
Using the Wi-Fi scanner, there were a total of 7 Wi-Fi networks operating at 2.4Ghz present in
the room. Additionally, the Bluetooth scanner tells us that there were 23 Bluetooth signals
present in the room (excluding the IMUs). The number of Bluetooth devices is more than double
that of an average US household in 2020, which had around 10 devices [38]. As such, the
experiment was performed at the extreme end of what the system will realistically be used at.
In terms of varying distance, there is a general trend of increased signal strength as the
distance between phone and IMU is increased (Table 11). From analyzing the file size, the file
sizes are within 9% of each other, with an exception at 4m, where the file size is 24.9% smaller
than the average. However, seeing that no data loss occurs at longer distances, we can
conclude that for 1-9m, the connection is reliable enough to transmit data without significant
data loss.
In terms of varying the number of IMUs, the signal strength remained relatively constant with an
average of -77.4 dBm (Table 12). There is no clear trend of signal strength as the number of
IMUs increases. From analyzing the file size, they remain relatively constant with each number
of IMU, with the largest difference being 6.3% with 2 IMUs. We can conclude that the number of
IMUs does not affect the signal strength much, and with 5 IMUs connected, the connection is
reliable enough to transmit data without significant data loss.
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Looking back at our requirements and specifications for signal strength, a minimum of -78 dBm
is required, based on research studying Bluetooth data loss [39]. For varying distances, none of
the IMUs achieved this value, but it still manages to transmit data without significant data loss.
On the other hand, for varying numbers of IMUs, the average signal strength meets this
specification, and it does transmit data without significant data loss.
Table 11: Results of Varying Distance in Bluetooth Analysis




-80 -87 -82 -89 -92 -92
File size (KB) 288 285 278 219 273 298
Table 12: Results of Varying Number of IMUs in Bluetooth Analysis
Number of
IMU(s)













Unit tests would be performed on all provided SDK subfunctions, including synchronization,
recording, streaming, and calibration. For example, during a certain instance of streaming, data
from an IMU may be missing due to signal interference or the IMU’s internal failure, and our
program may attempt to read the nonexistent data and append the invalid data to the end of the
.csv file, leading to program crashing and file corruption. The same testing procedures from the
Bluetooth analysis for each subcomponent and record the failure rate under different setups.
Stress test and stability test would be applied to ensure that there would not be any compatibility
issue or crashing until the sensors need to be recharged. Lastly, the team would also do runtime
analysis on the maximum delay between phone and IMUs to derive an optimal timeout interval
between subsequent operations and improve the overall program performance.
Database Accessibility Testing
Figure 15 below shows the entity-relationship diagram for the database. Each user represents
an instance in the database. Each user instance also includes all the relevant attributes. The
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trial results are stored as a nested instance within the user instance and keep track of
information on exercise name, category, timestamp, and relevant IMU data and measurement.
The data from trial results will come mainly from IMU sensors and can be organized based on
category and exercise for a fast query.
Figure 15: Entity-relationship diagram of the balance data. Attributes in yellow are not stored in the cloud.
Relating this back to the requirements and specifications, since the back end system will spin up
a new instance each time a new user is introduced, this structure allows us to identify each user
separately, the timestamp attribute in the trial results instance also gives us a way to map out
users’ activities. There have been concerns raised regarding sensitive information being stored
in the database that can act as an “identifier” for a particular user. The team has proposed an
alternative that works around storing sensitive information while collecting required information.
Some of the attributes in the database entity diagram are highlighted in yellow to indicate this
shift.
The accessibility testing for the database aims to provide functionality and performance
reassurance on the established link between the user interface and the array of systems
involved in back end development. In the case of our application, since the database is hosted
in the cloud, the testing also reflects key performance metrics of the cloud infrastructure,
specifically response time, availability, and reliability. We used Firebase as our main database,
which is part of the Google Cloud ecosystem of products. Early testing can be conducted by
checking the communication channel between the application and the server. We want to
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access if the application can successfully request data from the server, which is a read request,
and subsequently modify existing data on the server, which is a write request while monitoring
latency, throughput and capacity. More advanced test cases need to be fed into the system
throughout the development process via a command line interface. Figures 16 and 17 below
show the dashboard of Firebase and the sample instance created in the database.
Figure 16: Dashboard of Firebase showing that the connection between the app and cloud has been
established, but with 0 usage.
Figure 17: Implementation of the entity-relationship diagram in a Firebase instance.
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Formative Usability Testing
The formative usability testing was conducted to evaluate the user interface design of the
mobile application by identifying improvement opportunities and confirming that it is evolving in
the right direction. This was conducted during the development phase of the application to
enhance the user experience and success rate of the application. The testing plan for both
in-person and remote testing is shown in Table 13.
Table 13: Test plan for formative usability testing
Background The testing will be conducted after the main functionalities are ready to be
reviewed. This qualitative testing is to analyze how intuitive and easy to
understand the interface design is.
Purpose The usability testing for the user interface design of the application is
conducted to identify the interface strengths and weaknesses as well as
study the user’s interaction with the design. The information from this test
will be used to improve the usability and experience of the design. This
will also be a way to identify any hazards that might have not been
detected.
Test Apparatus For in-person testing, the items needed for the testing include the IMUs, a
microphone, a laptop, and a smartphone. Our focus for the testing is on
the interface and the IMU can be included to perform an additional task.
For remote testing, the item needed is a laptop with Zoom and Android
Studio installed.
Participants The participants for this testing will be the members of the team and/or
their close friends. Although the end users are older adults, for this




○ Setup the laptop to cast the phone screen, screen, and
audio record.
○ The phone will be connected to the laptop and the laptop
screen will be dimmed to make it a more realistic
environment
○ The participants will be provided with a list of tasks to
complete and they are instructed to think aloud throughout
the test.
○ The whole test will be recorded for review.
● Remote testing
○ Setup the laptop so that it will screen share the emulator
during Zoom call.
○ The participants will be given remote control access to the
screen to test the interface.
○ The participants will be provided with a list of tasks to
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complete and they are instructed to think aloud throughout
the test.
○ The Zoom call will be recorded for review.
Tasks ● Think aloud and give comments on the text, icons, and any visuals
in the design
● Log in with provided user id and a random user ID
● Choose exercise category and exercise options
● Play the exercise videos and read the instructions
● Start and stop an exercise; use the metronome (if applicable)
● Rate yourself after each exercise
● View your exercise data and progress
● Connect and synchronize the IMUs at different settings (in-person
testing)
Data collection From the recording, the participant’s subjective feedback, uncertainties,
difficulties in carrying out the tasks, suggestions, and the task failures will
be collected.
Data analysis The data will then be analyzed by identifying similar dislikes, suggestions,
and preferences from different participants. The dislikes will be improved
and preferences will continue to be applied in the design. The suggestions
will be reviewed with all the members to discuss the UI’s benefits and
disadvantages.
The formative usability testing session was performed remotely through Zoom. It was conducted
with three members of the sponsor team and a physical therapist. All the comments and
responses were evaluated and the root causes of the use error were identified. To improve the
usability of the mobile application, modification steps to address the errors are planned as
shown in Table 14 below.
Table 14: Summary of the responses from formative usability testing
Use Error Root causes Modification / Next steps
Pressed the
wrong button




● IMU battery is always
there
● Change IMU




● No descriptions on data
visualization
● Data is hard to interpret
and understand
● Add descriptions on normative
data obtained
● Add standard deviation on figures
(nice to have)
● Reconsider data metrics and
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work on data processing
Selected wrong
option
● Tab names are
confusing
● Toggles have no label
● Change tab names
○ Description to Video
(timer/exercise screen)
○ Remove toggle
Additional Comments Next Steps / Modification
Exercise options in order of difficulty ● Ask for balance training exercise
difficulty table
● Update list accordingly
Differentiate options and exercise
● Sign Out button
● Exercise in progress tab
● Change colors of buttons
● Progress screen
○ Add exercise trial details
Include variation options in app and multiple
trials right after another
● Add another screen after selecting
exercise for variations
Users should not be able to change
frequency range
● Remove the frequency range option
and set a value as default
Yearly progress Progress over time (nice to have)
Risk Assessment
In order to reduce the risks of the smartphone-based balance training platform, we conducted
two different risk analyses. The first analysis is risk assessment where potential hazardous
situations are identified, as shown in Table 15. The likelihoods of the situations to happen were
predicted and ways to reduce the impact or eliminate the hazard is developed. The second
analysis is the Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) where the failure modes, effects, and
impacts of the risks of each component are assessed, as shown in Table 16. The Risk Priority
Number (RPN) is also assigned by calculating the product of Severity (S), Probability (P), and
Detection Rate (D).
The main components of the solution are mainly commercial products that meet necessary
compliance. Hence, the ways to mitigate the risk and reduce the impacts are mostly from the
information received from the manufacturer. We also acknowledge that the combinations of the
different components in our solution might cause additional risk. From the analysis, the overall
risk of the solution is low given that it is used according to the manual and appropriate testing is
completed thoroughly.
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Table 15: Risk Assessment
Hazard Hazardous situations Likelihood Impact Steps
Overheat When the user is
charging the IMU, the
battery is overheated




Irritation The friction between the
IMU and skin during
exercise might cause
irritation




Fire / Explosion When the IMU is
charged or stored at
high-temperature
environment, the IMU
could explode because it
has lithium battery









Damage to IMU When the straps are
being put incorrectly, the
IMU can slip out of the
pocket or fly off during
exercise and breaks the
IMU
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not be in
place
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Our design solution consists of hardware and software solutions (Figure 18). It is currently a
proof of concept of a smartphone-based balance training platform that will be developed further
in the future. It is intended for research purposes instead of commercial use. The main users at
this stage will be the sponsors rather than older adults. The solution only implements a few
critical features such as logging IMU data and provides the building block for future features.
Most notably, the machine learning algorithm is absent in this design solution, but variables and
inputs relevant to the algorithm have been set up.
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Figure 18: Integration between hardware and software solutions.
Hardware
The hardware solution is built up of three key components: the smartphone, the IMUs, and the
straps (Figure 19 and 20). For our smartphone, we went with the Samsung Galaxy A71 5G. It
provides us with a fairly modern CPU (Exynos 680 @ 2.2 GHz) and a lot of RAM (6 GB) to
ensure smooth performance when handling simultaneous Bluetooth connections and
writing/reading data to/from the cloud. For our IMU, we went with the Xsens Dot. This IMU fulfills
our requirements and specifications as it provides us with the capability to connect more than
four IMUs at once and has sufficient battery life for our purpose. It also has good SDK
documentation for us to use when developing the software solution. For our straps, we went
with the straps provided by Xsens that are compatible with our IMU. The straps feature three
sizes: long (128 cm), medium (55 cm), and short (29 cm). These lengths were verified and were
found to fulfill the median and lower range of anthropometric data of relevant body parts.
Figure 19: Samsung A71 5G and the balance
training application.
Figure 20: Xsens Dot IMUs in dock and the
provided straps.
Figure 21 shows the real-life view of the physical design solution. A conceptual view of the
location of the IMUs is provided for clarity (Figure 22). The IMU locations are as follows: head,
right wrist, trunk, right leg, and left leg. Additionally, the IMU tags have been named with their
respective location i.e. the tag for the IMU attached to the head is called “Head” and the tag for
the IMU attached to the left leg is called “Left_Leg”.
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Figure 21: Real life view of the physical design
solution.
Figure 22: Conceptual view of the location of the
IMUs. They are located at the head, trunk, right
wrist, right leg and left leg.
To ensure accurate measurements, the IMU locations have been specified based on
discussions with the sponsors and the Xsens Dot documentation [40]. When wrapping the
straps, make sure that it is a snug fit, but not too tight. This prevents the IMU from moving
around when doing the exercises while also preventing circulatory issues or discomfort for the
users. Additionally, when inserting the IMUs in the pocket of the straps, ensure that it is inserted
horizontally instead of vertically for a snug fit (Figure 23). For the head, the IMU is placed at the
forehead level and on the right side using the medium-length strap (Figure 24(i)). For the trunk,
the IMU is placed on the lower back at the center using the longest strap (Figure 24(ii)). For the
right wrist, the IMU is placed a few centimeters above the wrist to allow for full hand motion
without disrupting the IMU (Figure 24(iii)). The IMU should be facing outwards. The shortest
strap was used for the right wrist. For the right and left leg, the IMU is placed a few centimeters
above the ankle to allow for full foot motion without disrupting the IMU. The IMU should be
facing inwards. The short- and medium-length straps were used. Ensure that the end of the
strap is not facing inwards to prevent the straps from unraveling during the exercise (Figure
24(iv)).
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Figure 24: The exact location of IMU with regards to the (i) head, (ii) trunk, and (iii) right wrist.




The software solution consists of several components, shown in Figure 25. For our front end,
we used React Native. React Native allows for a much faster pace of development for the user
interface and has extensive third-party libraries for us to utilize, such as that for YouTube videos
and data visualization. For the back end, we used Xsens Dot Android SDK to handle
communication with IMU and Firebase for communication with the cloud. Here, we will present
the high-level functionalities of the application and its relation to the requirements and
specifications. Technical documentation is provided on GitHub and Appendix D.
Figure 25: Software stack of the application.
The software flowchart (Figure 26) shows the processes the application goes through. As per
our requirements and specifications, the software identifies each user separately, tracks
exercise progress, captures user rating, has file export capabilities, shows data visualization,
and uploads the data to the cloud. A requirement that was not achieved was providing machine
learning-based exercise recommendations as mentioned in the introduction. This is currently out
of scope for our project, but implementation in the future is recommended as more data is




Figure 26: Software and interface flowchart
At the beginning of the app, a login screen appears (Figure 26). To identify each user
separately, we store the list of users in our Firebase database. The user ID is just a string in
Firebase, so it can be set to any alphanumeric combinations desired, as stated in our
specifications. As of now, we are using a 4 digit number format (example: 0001) for testing
purposes. When the user inputs a user ID, the application checks with Firebase whether the
user exists or not. If the user exists, the user will enter the application. If the user does not exist,
then a dialog box will appear letting the user know that the user ID is invalid. The user can then
proceed to create a new user.
When the user wants to do an exercise, they are presented with the category of exercises at the
top level in the “Exercise” tab. By choosing a category, the user can then refine by choosing a
particular exercise, then selecting the variations for that exercise (if applicable). The user can
then track the current exercise progress. A timer is available to let the user know of the
remaining time left of their exercise. Start and restart buttons are also present for the user to
initiate and repeat the exercise. When the user presses the start button, it will change to a stop
button, a 3-second buffer is included in the form of “Ready, Set, Go!” before starting the timer
and data collection process. Upon pressing the restart button, the IMU will stop recording the
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data and the timer will reset back to the original time.
At the end of the exercise, the user will be prompted to rate their perceived performance. The
rating screen uses the analog rating scale of 1-5 [5]. Once a rating is selected, the processed
balance data, rating, category name, exercise name, and variation are sent to the cloud. Raw
IMU data is also saved locally on the smartphone. An alert will then appear where the user can
choose whether to repeat the same exercise or proceed to the next exercise category.
For data visualization, we have implemented two different types of visualizations. One is for
progress tracking, that is, to see how someone has been doing their exercises with respect to
time in the “Progress” tab. The other visualization is comparing the user’s processed balance
training data with normative data from existing literature under the “Data” tab. As the normative
data is only available for certain IMU locations and certain exercises from the Static Standing
category, the visualization has only been implemented for those. However, with these
implementations in place, it will be easy to replicate the visualization for other IMU locations and
exercises.
As mentioned previously, user data and processed balance data, as well as relevant metadata
such as category and exercise name, are stored on the cloud.
With regards to file export capabilities, the application already saves the raw balance
performance data in a .csv file in the smartphone’s internal storage. One .csv file contains Euler
angle, free acceleration, and angular velocity in the X-Y-Z plane for one IMU. As such, a single
exercise performed will produce five .csv files if five IMUs were used. One omission in our
application is the quaternion (as specified in the specifications). This is due to a hardware
limitation, as the Xsens DOT cannot output Euler, quaternion, acceleration, and angular velocity
at the same time. At most, it can provide three of these at once. However, because quaternions
can be converted from Euler angles, its omission can be dealt with by introducing additional
calculations for quaternions in the code. If for whatever reason the currently selected
combination of metrics is unsatisfactory (Euler angle, free acceleration, and angular velocity in
the X-Y-Z plane), a change of two lines in the code can provide different metrics to measure
from the IMU. More information about this can be found in the documentation.
Back End
For communicating with the cloud, the back end uses Firebase. We mainly use the Firestore
database to store the processed IMU data (Firestore is one of Firebase core services among
others such as Authentication, Hosting, etc.) shown in Figure 27.
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Figure 27: Screenshot of the Firestore database, storing our processed IMU data.
Data storage in Firestore starts with “collections” (on the left). Going one layer deeper, we have
“documents” (in the middle). Going another layer deeper, we have “fields” (on the right). In other
words, we can have a collection or multiple collections at the root level, where each of the
collections hosts documents, which then hosts fields.
In the application, there are four main points where we need access to the data in the cloud
(Figure 28):
i. The authentication screen, to check whether the inputted user ID (a) exists in Firebase
before letting the user “Sign in” or (b) doesn’t exist in Firebase before allowing “Create
new user”
ii. The rating screen, where the IMU data needs to be uploaded to the cloud after the user
has performed a particular exercise.
iii. The progress screen, where we need to calculate parameters such as medial/lateral
velocity (mlVelocity), anterior.posterior RMS (apRMS) etc. to give a historical overview of
users’ performance to date on a monthly, weekly, and daily basis.
iv. The data visualization screen, where we again need IMU data to calculate parameters to
be plotted against normative results.
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i) Authentication screen ii) Rating screen iii) Progress screen iv) Data visualization
screen
Figure 28: Screens where data is accessed from cloud
With that, it seems like a reasonable way to go about this is to have the database structured as
shown in Figure 29 below, which is to have each user as a separate new collection. Under each
collection (a.k.a. each user), we will have each document representing one exercise, and then
logically in that document (a.k.a. exercise), we will have different fields such as “categoryName”,
“timestamp”, etc. to store the values associated with that exercise. The processed IMU data is
stored in “imuData”.
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Figure 29: Screenshot of the database structure for the application.
Verification
Verification tests were performed to verify that our design solution meets the requirements and
specifications set in the beginning, summarized in Table 17. In general, we are confident that
our solution meets the requirements and specifications. Most of the verifications have been
performed except for the summative usability testing. We have written a high-level plan to
perform the summative usability testing in the future.
Table 17: Verification tests performed with respect to the requirement.
Requirement Verification
Pairs multiple IMUs to smartphone Data verification
Has sufficient battery life Battery stress test
Is adjustable to different body shapes Strap measurement
Is well documented Code inspection
Captures user rating and recommend
exercise
Summative usability testingTracks exercise progress
Includes instructions of exercise
Visualizes balance training data
Automatically uploads balance data to cloud Firebase usage test
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Data Verification
To demonstrate that the IMUs are functioning properly and are connected to the smartphone
successfully, a data verification was performed by comparing body-based kinematic data to the
normative data from existing literature. For this verification, the exercise choice is for the Feet
Apart exercise, which is in the category of Static Standing, with the variation of Eyes Open and
Head Still. The kinematic data were collected and processed before comparing it to the
normative data. Since the IMU placement in the normative data paper is at the trunk, the
kinematic data compared to it is also the data collected from the IMU positioned at the trunk. A
more detailed explanation of the normative data used is in the discussion section on pages
71-73.
The metrics are the mean values of anterior/posterior RMS value (apRMS), medial/lateral RMS
value (mlRMS), anterior/posterior acceleration value (apAcceleration) and medial/lateral
acceleration value (mlAcceleration). As shown in Table 18 below, the apRMS, mlRMS,
apAcceleration and mlAcceleration values of the kinematic data are within the range of the
normative data values. From this comparison, we can conclude that the data from IMUs are able
to connect successfully and are functioning as expected.
Table 18: Mean (SD) of normative data and mean of kinematic data from two trials
Data Normative Trial 1 Trial 2
apRMS (°) 0.39 (0.18) 0.74 0.55
mlRMS (°) 0.13 (0.08) 0.13 0.19
apAcceleration (m/s2) 0.07 (0.03) 0.03 0.03
mlAcceleration (m/s2) 0.02 (0.01) 0.03 0.03
Battery Stress Test
The specifications require the battery life of the IMUs to be at least 3 hours in order to be usable
inside the lab for a balance training session. A battery stress test was conducted to determine
the maximum battery life of each of the five IMUs. The test allows us to simulate the conditions
under which our design will be used by choosing the appropriate parameters. The test was done
by streaming data from the IMU using the official Xsens Dot application until the battery dies.
The payload type chosen was the same as the one used in our application, which is “Custom
Mode 1”, providing Euler angle, free acceleration, and angular velocity. Note that this payload
type is the most intensive payload type out of the other options as it provides the most
information from the IMUs. The sampling rate was set to 60 Hz, which is also the same as our
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application. The battery of the IMUs was checked every 30 minutes. The result of the test is
shown in Table 19 below.
Table 19: The battery life of each of the five IMUs across time.
Time (h)
Battery life (%)
Head Right Wrist Trunk Left Leg Right Leg
0.5 100 100 100 100 100
1 92 90 90 91 92
1.5 85 83 82 84 85
2 77 74 72 75 77
2.5 67 64 62 66 68
3 59 57 54 58 60
3.5 53 51 47 51 54
4 47 44 38 45 48
4.5 39 35 27 37 42
5 28 24 16 26 32
5.5 21 17 10 20 25
6 13 11 5 13 17
6.5 8 6 0 8 11
The battery stress test reveals that the IMUs have plenty of battery life for our purpose. At the 3
hour mark, the battery life was still above 50%. It only starts dipping below 50% at around 3.5
hours. Furthermore, the shortest battery life of the IMUs was just above 6 hours. We can
conclude that the specification for IMU battery life is verified, and a safety factor can be
incorporated into our design solution. Note that with regards to IMU usage time, we are only
considering streaming the IMU data. If we were to record the IMU data on the IMU itself, the
storage capacity of the IMU would become the limiting factor, cutting our usage time to 88
minutes (based on the Xsens Dot user manual [40]). However, because our design solution
doesn’t actually record IMU data locally, this limitation can be ignored.
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Strap Measurement
To ensure that the straps are adjustable to different body shapes, we measured all five of the
straps that we purchased alongside the Xsens Dot IMUs. The lengths of the straps were already
provided by the manufacturer, but measuring them again allowed us to verify that the lengths
were true and within our specifications based on anthropometric data. The straps were
measured using a home measuring tape, so the accuracy may be less than ideal. The lengths
measured were the maximum length of the straps, which could then be adjusted to a smaller
value by using velcro to tighten the fit. The measurements are provided in Table 20 below.
Table 20: Strap measurements of different lengths, compared to the provided measurements and
relevant anthropometric data.






Longest (1x) 128 128 Waist: 82.8 - 136.3
Medium (2x) 55 55 Head: 51.9 - 59.7
Ankle: 19.3 - 24.0
Shortest (2x) 29 29 Ankle: 19.3 - 24.0
When compared to the relevant anthropometric data, the strap lengths fall within the range
(except for the shortest strap for the ankle). It does not fulfill the upper end of the spectrum,
which may reduce the number of people who are able to use this design. Additionally, the
anthropometric data does not include wrist circumferences, which would be relevant for the
shortest strap. However, it is likely that the wrist would be smaller than the ankle, which we
know the shortest strap can accommodate based on the measurements.
Code Inspection
Code inspection is conducted to ensure that our code meets the requirements and
specifications. Particularly, there should be at least 1 comment per function and a readme file to
explain the structure of the project. After reviewing the code, there is indeed at least one
comment per relevant function explaining the purpose of it (Irrelevant functions are empty
functions that are just required by some packages but don’t provide any purpose for us).
Additional comments are placed inside the body of the function when necessary. Figure 30
shows an example of a well-commented function.
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Figure 30: A well documented function, which provides the purpose of the function as well as additional
comments to understand how the function works.
A readme guide has also been provided along with a full documentation. The project structure, a
setup guide, as well as relevant libraries and deeper exploration of the functions are included in
the documentation. The documentation can be found in Appendix D.
Additionally, we have performed a knowledge transfer with the sponsors, giving them an
overview of our code. Even though the code inspection has not been completed at that point,
the comments and documentation that has been written were positively received by the
sponsors.
A limitation of our code inspection is that it has only been done by the members of the team,
which means that the quality of the comments cannot be measured. There could be assumed
knowledge that may have not been realized in text due to not having a third party code
inspection. We have provided a thorough documentation to the best of our ability, but the caveat
still stands.
Summative Usability Testing Plan
The analyses performed assess functionality of specific components of the final solution. A
summative usability testing is to be conducted in order to evaluate the functionality and usability
of the solution as a whole. However, due to time limitation, the usability testing could not be
conducted by our team members. Hence, a summative usability testing plan is provided as a
guide for the research team as shown in Table 21 below. The plan includes both an ideal case
and small case plan. It also includes the possibility that either the participants could be either
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from the research team or other user groups. There are additional tasks for the participants from
the research team as we assumed that the solution will be used in a research setting.
Table 21: Summative usability test plan
Background The summative usability testing should be conducted prior to applying for
regulatory clearance to test any unusual malfunctions. This is to obtain
objective evidence and validate that the solution is safe to be used.
Purpose This testing is conducted to evaluate the usability of the
smartphone-based balance training platform as a whole. This is to confirm
that the users can interact with the platform in a safe, effective manner
and to identify any overlooked errors.
Test Apparatus ● 5 Xsens Dot IMUs




Participants The participants for this testing will be the members of the research team
or/and physical therapists. This is a small scale summative usability test
plan. The ideal testing should include at least 15 participants from each
distinct user group or at least 25 participants from one user group.
Test
Environment
● Ensure that the mobile application has been installed in the
smartphone prior to the test.
● Brief the user on device overview.
● The participants will be provided with a list of tasks to complete
throughout the test together with body straps, IMUs and the
smartphone.
● Record participants’ responses and task times throughout the test
Tasks ● Tasks for physical therapists or other groups as participants
○ Create a new user using the provided userID and log into
the application
○ Choose exercise category, exercise and variation options
○ Play the exercise videos and read the instructions
○ Start your exercise and rate yourself. Repeat the trial thrice
○ View your daily, weekly and monthly exercise progress
○ View your performance data in the data tab
○ Fill out necessary forms and answer any questions after
you complete all the tasks
● Additional tasks for researchers as participants
○ Connect and sync the IMUs with the smartphone. Make
sure that all the IMUs and the smartphone are close to
each other while synching
○ Once synching succeeds, put the IMUs into the straps in
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the correct position and put the straps onto the participant’s
body as labelled on the IMU.
Additional
Attachment





● Additional attachment for ideal test
○ Informed consent form
○ Background interview questions
Data collection From the recording, the participant’s subjective feedback, uncertainties
and difficulties in carrying out the tasks will be collected. The time
participants take to finish the tasks will also be recorded as well as the
rating scale evaluation.
Data analysis The data will then be analysed by:
● determining the root cause of any interaction problem or difficulty
or use errors
● evaluating whether the time for each screen to interact with the
user is less than 3 seconds.
● identifying delays while performing each task
● evaluating the rating given by the participants
Any comments or post-test feedback will be reviewed to improve the
usability of the whole system.
Firebase Usage Test
For this project, we are using the free version of Firebase, which is called Spark version. This
version has daily usage quotas for write and read operations. For preliminary use of the
solution, we conducted the Firebase usage test to evaluate the usage capacity that can be done
for the cloud.The daily quota for write and read operations are 20K and 50K operations
respectively.
Figure 31 below shows some of the parameters in Firebase quotas tracking. The parameter of
interest here is memory usage, which sits at 0.0068 out of 1 GB with 100 exercises. This sets
the memory capacity limit at around 14K exercises for 1 GB of free storage. Figure 32 shows
the read and write requests sit well within the daily quota limit. The read request hits 4K as we
conduct stress testing which runs a lot of load operations throughout the day. Figure 33 shows
the historical peak read and write requests in the past week. We also acknowledge that
Firebase might not be an ideal cloud choice for future implementations due to reasons
explained in the discussion section. However, this cloud choice is verified to have sufficient
capacity for preliminary application of the solution.
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Figure 31: Screenshot of Firebase quotas. Highlighted is the storage usage for 100 exercises, which sits
at 0.0068 out of 1 GB.
Figure 32: Screenshot of the daily read and write requests against the daily quota.
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Figure 33: Screenshot of historical peak read and write requests in the past week.
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Discussion and Recommendations
This section has a more in depth discussion on components of the final solution and
detailed-level recommendations, together with identified strengths and weaknesses of the
system. At the system-level, we encourage the individuals in charge of the future development
of the system to look into the robustness of using multiple distinct programming languages in
the system while familiarizing themselves with these languages prior to the implementation
process.
Design Critique
We have identified several strengths and weaknesses of the final solution as shown in Table 22
below. These strengths and weaknesses are further explained with suggestions in the following
subsections.
Table 22: Strengths and weakness of final solution
Strength Weakness
Able to collect data from multiple body
segments
Requires multiple attempts to sync IMU
Provides balance training instructions and
progress with visual aid
Needs assistance to hold the phone while
exercising
Is dynamic, customizable and extensible Exercise instructions font is small
Can be used at home Limited normative data implemented
Provides exercise selections in order of
difficulty
Software stack
As we developed the application, the integration between the different programming languages
proved to be difficult. The IMU SDK is written in Java, so we had to use Java to communicate
with the IMUs. However, for the front end, we chose to write it in React Native due to its faster
pace of development, as mentioned in the detailed design solution. Because of this, we had to
use Native Modules to use Java functions in React Native and pass data back and forth
between the two programming languages. However, there are limitations with Native Modules,
such as the added complexity to pass data, as well as the passing of data working one way.
This is detailed further in the documentation in Appendix D. As such, there were some user
interface elements that we had to omit due to the complexity, such as having a list of IMUs in the
home screen. There’s not really an easy way to pass the list of IMU from Java to React Native.
If we had to start over, we would recommend exploring Kotlin for front end development. It is a
programming language that is tightly coupled with Java (both developed by Google) and has a
fast pace development model, similar to React Native.
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User Interface
In this project, one of the specifications is to provide the user with exercise instructions in the
form of video and text as a guide. We have successfully implemented this functionality in the
final solution by using Youtube videos and displaying the pdf document of the exercise
instructions. This causes the font of the pdf to be fixed and appear small. As of now, the pdf
document can be zoomed in for a bigger view of the instructions. To accommodate the
limitations of older adults, these changes can be made by extracting the instructions in text form
and rendering them in the application.
User Interface Dynamicity
For user interface, the team is trying to make the software dynamic to address some of the
concerns raised in previous stakeholder meetings. When a code file is written, what happens
under the hood is that the code file is compiled and converted into machine language, which is
then translated into the content on the phone screen. This establishes a one-to-one relationship
between the code file and a particular page on the phone. The rules and the format that decide
how a page should look are all specified in the code file. Since the application is built mainly for
researchers, some of the contents are still subject to changes, especially the number of
categories and exercises based on our discussion with the sponsor. This could be a potential
problem. On the current model where everything is hardcoded, each code file will have to be
modified correspondingly when a change is introduced. The solution we implemented is to
introduce an additional layer, which consists of a template generator and list structure on top of
the current model. When we run the template generator, it will fetch the required information
from the list structure, and generate these code files based on the predefined template. Since
this process is automated, new changes can be introduced directly from the list structure without
having to modify the underlying code files. The team has performed test cases for both normal
and corner cases scenarios to test the dynamic infrastructure for categories and exercise pages
(Figure 34 and 35). More test cases and unit testing that covers basic functionalities will be
conducted as more components are added, such as login authentication, video playback etc.
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Figure 34: The application renders the long list with no errors
Figure 35: The application renders only four exercises which aligns with the list in code
Data Processing
There was a need to display metrics that are meaningful to the users in the app, hence raw data
collected by the sensors must be analyzed and processed first behind the scenes before these
metrics are displayed. Specifically, the metrics of interest to be displayed are the
root-mean-square (RMS) values of the anterior/posterior (A/P) and medial/lateral (M/L) tilts;
average values of A/P and M/L tilt velocities; path length; A/P and M/L ranges; “in-zone”
percentage which is related to how well a user performs an exercise; and area of ellipse which
is related to the spread of tilt data. These are all just numbers which make more sense to a
user, compared to arrays with thousands of elements in each for the raw data. For now, we are
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setting A/P and M/L tilt values to be the Euler angles in x- and y-direction, respectively and A/P
and M/L tilt velocities to be the angular velocities in x- and y-direction, respectively as we do not
have enough information on how the A/P and M/L positions are measured for body parts other
than the trunk and our sponsors have told us to simply represent them as any quantity output by
the IMUs for now to make sure that the app would work.
We were provided with MATLAB scripts that our sponsors have been using to process data from
IMU in their research work to be implemented in our app; they are used to convert raw IMU data
into the aforementioned metrics. Translating the scripts written in MATLAB’s proprietary “.m” file
format to the Javascript “.js” file format was a simple enough task to be done manually as it was
just a matter of looking at Javascript’s documentation to determine what are the equivalent
MATLAB commands in Javascript. The more challenging part, however, came in when we
needed to find the equivalent basic 1-D array and statistical operations used in MATLAB in
Javascript - there are parts of the MATLAB scripts where operations like finding the dot product
of two arrays, finding the average value of elements in an array, and finding the covariance of
two arrays are needed. While there is an existing third-party library for these operations and
more called math.js, we ran into issues installing this library in our app development
environment and we decided that it was easier to rewrite the functions that perform the
operations we needed to do ourselves despite it being a tedious and repetitive task. Unlike their
equivalent functions in MATLAB that are more flexible with the data structures allowed in their
function inputs, these functions are limited in a way that they only allow specific data structure to
be input to them - for example, 1-D arrays must be 1-by-n in size instead of n-by-1 and the
covariance function can only take vectors or 1-D arrays of size 1-by-n.
While this approach may make our app run slightly more smoothly than having to install a
dedicated math library that has unnecessary functions for our purposes, it may limit the work
that may be done in the future if there is a need to display additional metrics that are calculated
using operations beyond what we have implemented in this project. We would suggest future
developers of this app to get the math.js library installed as part of the project files or move data
processing and analysis operations to another platform that uses programming languages like
Python which are more friendly with these tasks as there are math libraries that come with them.
Data Visualization
As mentioned in the design solution section, one of the visualizations is comparing the user’s
processed balance training data with normative data from literature. Most of the research
papers found provide normative data for a certain variation combination of exercises in the
Static Standing category. We decided to visualize user data by displaying the anterior/posterior
RMS value (apRMS), medial/lateral RMS value (mlRMS), anterior/posterior velocity value
(apVelocity) and medial/lateral velocity value (mlVelocity). This is because those metrics
complements both the data processing variables described above and those found in research
papers. After filtering the research papers that meet the processed data units, exercise variation
combination and position of the sensors, we end up using two sources. The normative values
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for a certain variation combination of exercises in the Static Standing category are shown in
Table 23 below. The value for the rest of the exercises and the physical therapists’ rating are
randomly generated.
Table 23: Normative data of certain Static Standing exercises













Head still 0.39 0.13 0.45 0.17
Pitch 0.56 0.14 2.03 0.37
Yaw 0.4 0.16 0.71 0.74
Eyes Closed
Head still 0.41 0.13 0.52 0.19
Pitch 0.66 0.16 2.5 0.45




Head still 0.51 0.34 0.7 0.46
Pitch 0.68 0.45 2.16 0.87
Yaw 0.57 0.45 1.14 1.09
Eyes Closed
Head still 0.57 0.39 0.86 0.58
Pitch 0.79 0.53 2.61 1.09





2.02 2.02 - -
Eyes Closed 3.18 3.18 - -
The first source of normative data provides the mean data from participants of all age ranges
(young, middle-aged, old and very old) across four trials. One sensor is mounted on each
subject’s posterior lower back at the level of the iliac crest [42]. The second source of normative
data provides the hip sway, which is the product of medial-lateral and anterior-posterior sway of
the hip. The participants in this paper are of individuals 65 years or older recruited from primary,
secondary and tertiary health care settings, community providers, assisted living facilities,
retirement homes and aging service organizations [43]. In this source, five sensors are attached
to the shins above ankles, thighs above knees and lower back close to the sacrum.
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For uniformity, the user data displayed in the visualization screen will be the data from the
sensor attached to the trunk. This can be revised to accommodate a more complex data
processing that takes into account data from all five sensors. This implementation also can
further be built on by expanding the normative data list to accommodate other exercises and
integrating the machine learning algorithms to provide the physical therapists’ rating into the
platform.
The second data visualization is progress tracking, that is, to see how someone has been doing
with their exercises with respect to time. As mentioned in the detailed design solution section,
the user can view their daily, weekly and monthly progress. As the application develops, the
yearly overview could be beneficial for the user to view their progress and improvement over the
years. Hence, this can be implemented in future development using the current React Native
library.
SDK Integration
The Java SDK functions can be generalized into two categories: synchronous functions whose
executions are sequential and can be directly controlled by JavaScript functions, such as the
“connectIMU()” function; asynchronous events that can occur at any moment and thus are less
predictable, such as the “onXsensDotBatteryChanged()” event. Communication between the
native Java functions and JavaScript UI is achieved through ReactMethod functions and event
emitter, which are directly linked to the two types of SDK functions mentioned above. For
example, when the “start exercise” button is clicked by a user, the JavaScript UI will invoke the
native synchronous function “setMeasurementMode” to start IMU streaming in given mode, and
the streamed data from IMU will arrive in form of asynchronous events that trigger the event
emitter to update the data array.
Our implementation can be further improved by incorporating more asynchronous events that
may contribute to better UI interaction. Right now, our SDK integration mainly utilizes the
synchronous functions and performs a single operation to achieve intended functionality. For
example, connection to IMUs is fulfilled by the “Scan and Connect” button, which performs a
single scan and stores the connected IMU information in a HashMap; if one sensor dies during
an exercise trial, because the HashMap is only updated by the button, the user won’t be notified
with this information and has to re-click the button on the home page to reinitialize the HashMap
and sensor connection state. A solution to this could be periodically checking for sensor
connections and providing a popup if disconnect events occur, at the cost of more complex logic
design and battery life consumption.
Another improvement is to reduce the potential Bluetooth congestion and data stream load
through serialization. During our stress test with all five IMUs connected and synchronized, we
noticed that after a few trials, the local file and uploaded data from some of the sensors became
empty. We conjectured that the most likely reason is that all 5 IMUs are recording at 60Hz at the
same time and the program is overwhelmed by the data stream. Thus, instead of streaming the
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data directly, the recording can be done locally on each IMU, and after the trial completes, the
data can be extracted from each IMU one by one to reduce load and congestion; the downsides
of this alternative implementation are that the logic design will be more complicated, that more
edge case bugs may be introduced and that the user needs to wait longer for the serialized data
extraction.
Back End Infrastructure
As explained in the detailed software solution, there are four main points of cloud access in
the application. The initial database structure is shown in Figure 36. It was built based on the
IMU data shown in Figure 37. A zoomed in view of the IMU data field freeAccX in Firebase is
shown in Figure 38. This is the system that we came up with at the beginning:
i. Authentication screen will check whether a user exists in the database by iterating
through the collections and comparing values.
ii. Every save in rating screen will add one additional document into the corresponding
collection, depending on which user is currently signed in.
iii. Progress screen will load all the required IMU data to perform calculations and render
results.
iv. Data visualization screen will also do a load and calculate the parameters we need to
plot the graph.
Figure 36: Screenshot of the initial database structure for the application.
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Figure 37: The screenshot shows the IMU data for 30s, with only data points 1-23 visible. The list is
still running. A single column has roughly 1600-1700 numbers each. Complete data available here.
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Figure 38: A zoomed in field showing freeAccX in Firebase. freeAccX contains 1600 values, similar to
eulerX, Y, etc.
The system above works well and the application renders the expected output. However, as
more and more exercise data get uploaded to the cloud, we started seeing a growing latency
in response time. In an extreme case, for a user with 15 exercises, the progress page takes
as long as 13s to (1) perform the load, (2) calculate the results from the loaded data and (3)
render the results on screen. For the progress page specifically, the load operation stalls the
entire process, delaying both the operations for calculations and rendering further down the
pipeline. With this level of performance for 15 exercises, the current system will not survive
the stress test. This is far from ideal.
A closer inspection reveals the reasons behind slow loads. When the front end pulls exercise
data from the base, we get all the fields associated with the document (aka variables
associated with a particular exercise). These include the categoryName, exerciseName,
timestamp and most importantly the lists that store the entries for Euler_X, FreeAcc_X, etc.
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Each of these lists have a minimum of 1600 entries for a 30s exercise and for one IMU, we’ll
have around six such lists (Euler_X,Y, Z and FreeAcc_X, Y, Z). Therefore, a load with these
six lists alone will be a load that reads 9600 numbers from the database at the minimum.
When we load 15 exercises, we’re loading at least 144000 entries from the database.
The load seems inevitable, as we need the data from all the lists in order to perform the
calculations to have something to display on the progress screen. However, we realized that
when we load all the lists into the progress screen for our calculations, this is not the first time
the app has “seen” these lists. The first time these lists showed up was in the rating screen,
where users save their IMU data into the cloud, which is how we have these lists in Firestore
in the first place. For each exercise, instead of uploading the whole raw data from the IMUs,
we can just (1) perform all the calculations required for progress/data visualization screen at
the rating screen using the IMU data, (2) pack the calculated result into a new mini object to
upload to the cloud (3) and when we load from the progress/data visualization page, only load
the mini object that contains all the variables needed to render the page properly, which is
much smaller compared to 144000 entries. By shifting the math over and performing
calculations to assemble the mini object, the amount of data transferred in read and write
requests to Firestore is cut down significantly. The progress screen can now communicate
with the back end on a mini package, distilled down to only the few variables needed to
render the page properly and plot the chart.
To further optimize this, we can remove the need to load from Firestore in the progress
screen and data visualization screen so that there’s no delay in rendering content. When
users are logging in at the authentication page, we can simultaneously load the mini package
directly into a global variable (variable that can be passed between screens, small in size),
which the progress page and data visualization page will then read from. The problem with
this is that since loading from the cloud only happens upon logging in, the mini package
(which is now the global variable), will become stale when the logged-in users perform a new
exercise and navigate to the data visualization page right after. To solve this, we should do a
reload on the global variable after each write as well.
Under this new structure, there are only two points where we need access to the data in
cloud:
i. Authentication screen to check if the user ID exists and simultaneously load mini
packages from the Firestore into a global variable.
ii. Rating screen to save IMU data and mini package to cloud and also do a reload on
global variables. Notice that we now need to load after each write but we do not need
to load every time the users navigate to the progress and data visualization page.
These are the two main optimizations implemented. With these changes, the extreme case in
progress screen mentioned above loaded almost instantaneously. A stress test where we
flood a particular user with 100 exercises shows that the load request comes back in <1s.
Please refer to the documentation in Appendix D for more technical details.
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Additionally, there were concerns about using Firebase as the database for the user collection
and IMU data as the app collects medical data, which is sensitive information. There are rules
regarding sensitive information that we have to oblige upheld by the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and the University of Michigan. However, because
the only identifier for users in our application is an alphanumeric combination, our
implementation is not personally identifiable. Additionally, we’re only storing the processed
IMU data, not the raw IMU data, in Firebase. The raw IMU data is stored locally in the
smartphone, with a string label in the mini package to help researchers identify which raw
data the calculated results are associated with. If there is a need to move this data to a
private server in the future, an implementation worth exploring is creating an SSH connection
to this server while using the app, so that the raw IMU data saves to the private server
instead of to the smartphone’s internal storage (assuming that the private server is a Linux
server).
Machine Learning Integration
The exercise recommender system remains unfinished and a black box that needs to be
implemented by the researchers in the future. After a user selects a self-rating from the rating
screen, the next screen in the navigation stack is the category screen that includes every
available exercise. The rating screen has all required input variables for the machine learning
model: raw n*1 data array stored in “deviceArray” such as 3-dimensional free accelerations,
processed data stored in “mock” such as apRMS, and the self-rating scaling from 1 to 5.
Assuming the machine learning framework will be implemented on cloud, the input variables
can be uploaded to the cloud server after the user selects a rating, and the server will process
the trial data and return a list of recommended category/exercise to the phone as JS promise,




After having gone through the ME450 design process over the past 14 weeks, we were able to
successfully build a smartphone-based personalized balance training platform that is able to
collect kinematic data from multiple body parts, provide balance training for older adults, collect
self-performance ratings, and support machine learning algorithms (in the future) for providing
data-driven exercise recommendations and performance ratings tailored to an individual. This
will help us deal with the high risk of falls experienced by older adults by providing them with a
home-based balance training platform. This platform consists of five Xsens DOT sensors, an
Android smartphone (Samsung Galaxy A71 5G), and an app that users can interact with to do
balance training exercises and that can communicate with the sensors and the back end
infrastructure (Firebase) to transfer data collected from the sensors to a secure cloud database.
Our solution meets all of our requirements and specifications virtually; there are some that we
were not able to verify due to time constraints for which we have developed a plan to do so
(summative usability testing) and based on our stakeholders’ feedback when we presented
them our final solution, we are confident that it will pass this verification process in the future.
The Xsens DOT sensors that we have acquired for this project were working as expected in
most cases. They can collect the different types of kinematic data needed for the balance
training app and ultimately, balance training research that our sponsors are doing. Our tests
have also proved that they have a very promising battery life - at least 1.5 times longer than
what we have listed in our battery specification. The Bluetooth connection between the sensors
and the smartphone we are working with is also reliable; there is no loss in data transmission
between the two devices even though we reported that the signal strengths were lower than
specified most of the time. However, there is currently an issue with the sensors where the
synchronization process between IMUs requires multiple trials before it can be successfully
performed due to hardware limitation with the IMUs. Doing the synchronization process with the
official Xsens Dot application will also sometimes fail. We recommend that the IMUs and
smartphone be placed together closely during the synchronization process. Additionally, using
less IMUs can also result in a higher rate of success for synchronization.
The app we have developed for this project has the necessary features as requested by our
sponsors which include a user identification system, exercise instructions, progress tracking,
and data visualization of exercise performance. While there are still random values in normative
data for certain exercises implemented in the data visualization page since we did not have
enough information on that, we have already set up a framework for our sponsors to easily do
so when they take over this project. Having run the app countless number of times, we have not
had any issues with reading and writing data to Firestore where we store the user data. Despite
Firestore working well for our project, there are concerns raised as it is not HIPAA-compliant for
data privacy. However, for the foreseeable future, there are no issues when the product is used
for internal research purposes by them as the data being stored in Firestore is encrypted and
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anonymized; the data for different users can only be identified by alphanumeric user IDs and
only our sponsors know to whom they belong to.
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Appendix A - Required Supplemental Appendices
(A.1) Engineering Standards
The product that we are developing in this project is a medical device. As important as it is for
our product to be able to satisfy our potential users’ healthcare needs - in this case, to
perform balance training exercises at home in a way that resembles a clinic-based setting -, it
is equally important that it can be safely used by the users. To ensure that this product can be
safely used, we have incorporated the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
60601-1 standard which dictates the allowed maximum temperature of medical electrical
equipment since the design solution contains the Xsens DOT IMUs which are electronic
devices. Specifically, we stated that the maximum operating temperature of our design
solution must be less than 43 °C in our requirements and specifications list, which is also the
temperature listed in the standard for an applied part having contact with a patient for a
duration of over 10 minutes. This timeframe is chosen since users are very likely to perform
balance training exercises for at least 10 minutes per session and we assume that they do
not take the sensors off their bodies in the middle of a session. Even though the product will
not be made commercially available at this stage of the project, our sponsors will conduct
human trials when the project is taken over by them and it is crucial that they do not cause
any harm to the trial subjects during the process. Hence, adopting this standard throughout
our design process was our top priority.
On top of the safety considerations of our product, we must also prioritize the privacy of our
users given that the product collects users’ health data which are considered sensitive
information. To protect the privacy of these data over the Internet, they must be encrypted
and the standard that we are incorporating in our design solution for data encryption
purposes is the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). This standard, established by the
United States National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) is also the one adopted
by the United States government as their data encryption standard since 2002 [44]. Seeing
how this product will be used primarily in the United States when it is made commercially
available, we believe that adopting the AES in our design solution for data privacy is the right
choice. Currently, we are using Google’s Firebase platform to host the data collected by the
IMUs as well as other relevant exercise data; the data and metadata stored on this platform
are encrypted with the 256-bit AES according to Google [45].
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(A.2) Engineering Inclusivity
At the current stage of this project, we identified our only immediate stakeholders as our
sponsors who are doing research on the topic of smartphone balance training platforms and
will continue developing our design solution after the end of this senior design course, and
Prof. Sienko who are directly supervising our sponsors in their research. That being said, we
must also keep our future potential stakeholders in mind when defining our design problem
since this proof of concept smartphone balance trainer product may become commercially
available in a few years when further research and development have been done to the
product. These potential stakeholders that we have identified so far are older adults and their
caregivers as well as physical therapists who supervise their balance training routines.
At the beginning of this project, we recognized that there are big differences between our
team’s and our current and future stakeholders’ identities: (1) we are students majoring in
mechanical engineering and had no prior experience and knowledge of balance training
routines and designing a medical device like the one we are developing; (2) our sponsors and
Prof. Sienko are more experienced in biomechanical engineering than we are, and they have
worked with actual balance training patients in trials for their research projects in the past;
and (3) our future stakeholders are the ones directly involved in balance training routines in
their daily lives. It was important for us to communicate effectively with our sponsors from the
very start in order to verify and correct any prior assumptions that we have had about what
balance training is about so that we could understand better what was the problem that we
had to solve, and subsequently we would be able to fully define the problem as soon as
possible before moving on to generating concepts for our solution and developing the
solution itself. Some of the requirements for our project (e.g.: adjustable for different body
shapes, user friendly design) were listed based on the consideration that the product will not
just be used by our sponsors, but also the PTs and older adults. During our formative usability
testing for the smartphone application, we have invited Wendy Carender, a PT working with
Michigan Medicine who also works with our sponsors in their research, to evaluate our app’s
user interface design and to offer her thoughts about the design. Receiving an input from her
helped us to keep ourselves on the right track when developing our design solution to
accommodate as many stakeholders as possible.
Additionally, because a big part of our project involves writing code for the software
component and the hardware-software integration for our app and our sponsors may not be
as experienced as some of our team members are in mobile app development, we found that
it was necessary for us to communicate with them constantly about what we were doing so
that they would always be informed of the design decisions we made and be able to share
their thoughts and/or concerns with us about our decisions. We would do this to ensure that
any important changes to our decisions could be made as early as possible.
We think that we could have made our design process more inclusive by having interactions
with these older adults who are potential users of our product. However, we understood that
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due to the current COVID-19 pandemic, interacting directly with older adults who undergo
balance training to gain insights from them about our design process was not a feasible thing
to do. We hope that when this project is further developed in the future, there will be an
emphasis on including the potential users in any design decisions made.
(A.3) Environmental Context Assessment
The main components of our design solution are the Xsens DOT IMUs and the straps that they
come with, a smartphone, and a mobile application. When this solution is widely adopted in the
future, we believe that there will be negligible environmental impacts associated with the
development of the mobile application mainly because the only impact that it has is due to the
use of electricity by the developers to write code for the application. For the use of
smartphones as part of the balance training platform system, there certainly are environmental
impacts associated with depending on how the materials used to make the smartphones are
sourced as well as the facilities in which they are manufactured - this may vary between
smartphone manufacturers. While these environmental impacts may not be negligible when
they are looked at from a general point of view, they are not something inherent to just our
design solution because almost everyone owns at least one smartphone nowadays. The IMUs
we are using and the smartphone application we developed in our design solution are intended
to work with smartphones with at least Android 10 - an operating system that was released in
2019 - installed; they can also work with iOS smartphones/iPhones should our sponsors
choose to make the balance training platform available in both major smartphone operating
systems.
There are, however, larger concerns about the environmental impact associated with the
XSens DOT IMUs and the straps for the sensors which are also made by the same
manufacturer. The sensors, although equipped with a common battery type (Li-ion
rechargeable 2032 button cells) that can be simply bought by a consumer, are not designed to
be taken apart by users to make any repairs such as installing a new battery (in fact, they
warned users against opening the sensor “for safety reasons”). While the rechargeable battery
inside the sensors should last at least a few years with normal use before it is considered
“consumed” - which is when a battery cannot hold charge long enough for normal operations -
users will not be able to continue using these sensors at the end of the battery’s life. Xsens
provides two-year warranties for these IMUs from the date of delivery and it is possible for
users to get their sensors repaired by Xsens during this timeframe. Once the two-year mark
has passed, it does not appear that Xsens offers any sort of out-of-warranty repair services - at
least they are not promoted on their official website. Additionally, for in-warranty repairs, the
sensors must be shipped to the Netherlands where their headquarters are located and the
shipping costs are to be borne by users which may discourage them from getting the sensors
repaired. The fact that the IMUs are designed to be non-user repairable and the repair service,
or the lack thereof, offered by Xsens can potentially contribute to a significant amount of
e-waste when their batteries cannot support normal operations anymore since users will be
likely to discard them in landfills.
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We are not quite certain about whether the straps can significantly impact the environment as
we do not know what materials exactly they are made of (Xsens calls the material used
“X-treme” on their website) and how they are manufactured. The environmental impact of the
straps may need to be analyzed further if better information about them can be found, but our
assumption is that they do not have as big of an impact as the sensors themselves do.
In general, we think that our design solution, if adopted commercially, can reduce the carbon
footprint associated with older adults having to frequently travel to their PTs in a clinic or a
hospital to perform balance training exercises since the balance training platform replicates the
experience that the older adults would have when they are doing these exercises with their PTs
at the comfort of their own homes. We foresee that this environmental benefit outweighs the
environmental costs associated with the use of the IMUs. Based on the discussion of the
environmental context assessment in this section, our design solution will be able to make
significant progress towards an unmet and important social challenge, namely the lack of a
more accessible way to perform balance training exercises for older adults. Our design solution
will also most likely not have potential to lead to undesirable consequences in its lifecycle that
overshadow the social benefits given how reducing carbon footprint from traveling to a PT can
outweigh the possible environmental impacts from the Xsens DOT sensors.
It is important to note that this assessment will only apply if our design solution is made
available commercially once our sponsors have made further developments and conducted
trials and tests with it. As of this stage of the project, since we are building a proof of concept
smartphone balance trainer platform for our sponsors, we do not believe that there are
significant environmental impacts associated with our project.
(A.4) Social Context Assessment
Based on the limitations of the conventional way of performing balance training exercises with
a PT in a clinic-based setting that we have discussed in our Problem Definition section, we
can see that our product can address these limitations - especially those related to cost and
the need to travel -, making it likely to be adopted and self-sustaining in the market if it is
made commercially available in the future. While we do not foresee that the COVID-19
pandemic will still be happening when the product is available to the public, having a medical
device simulating as much as possible an experience visiting a PT that can be used at the
comfort of the older adults’ homes for their balance training routines will probably be very
useful for them as they can still receive the medical care that they need while not
compromising their own safety - this also then makes our product resilient to disruptions in
business as usual as the product is relevant for use by older adults at any time or in any
situation as it is a portable device that can be used at home.
As discussed in the Environmental Context Assessment section above, we are concerned
about the e-waste potential of the Xsens DOT IMUs and whether the straps are manufactured
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without any significant environmental impacts, although we did highlight the possible benefit of
reducing carbon emissions from the reduced travel due to the use of the product. We are not
very certain at this stage if planetary or social systems will be worse off if this product is
economically successful in the future and is widely adopted as we do not have enough details
to inform ourselves of the potential impacts of this product to the environment and society.
Our immediate goal throughout the duration of this course was to develop a framework for a
smartphone-based balance training platform that our sponsors can use for their research in
this topic and we did not discuss with our sponsors thoroughly about the long-term goals of
the project. We hope that this project will gain more traction in the physical rehabilitation and
biomedical engineering communities, for example, so that there will be a better understanding
on how much of a social impact it will have if the product is made commercial.
(A.5) Ethical Decision Making
Throughout this course, we have never been in any situations where ethical dilemmas were
present as we did not have a lot of standards to comply with in our design solution and that we
were mainly developing the solution according to our sponsors’ needs since they will be using
the product after the end of ME450. We made sure to always adhere to the following
fundamental principles in ASME’s Code of Ethics for Engineers to prepare ourselves for any
ethical dilemmas we would be faced with [46]:
“Engineers uphold and advance the integrity, honor and dignity of the engineering
profession by:
I. using their knowledge and skill for the enhancement of human welfare;
II. being honest and impartial, and serving with fidelity their clients (including their
employers) and the public; and
III. striving to increase the competence and prestige of the engineering
profession.”
The first principle is related to the application of the skills that we have learned throughout our
mechanical engineering undergraduate career at the University of Michigan in our design
process as well as our skills in programming, specifically, in developing a smartphone
application for the balance training platform. Next, the second one is related to how we
constantly communicated with our sponsors and Prof. Sienko throughout the project duration
to inform them of our progress and any problems that we were facing - regardless of whether
a problem was big or small, we always remained honest with them and did not hold back any
important information from them. Finally, the last principle has to do with our learning process
throughout the course. In the beginning of ME450, we had almost zero knowledge on how
balance training works and the development of medical devices. Some of us also did not have
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the programming background needed for mobile app development. With the constant desire to
learn and to improve ourselves as engineers in the making, we brought ourselves up to speed
with the skill sets and knowledge needed for this project guided by the design process that we
learned for this course. While none of us are likely to work in the field of biomedical
engineering in the future, the experience we had from working on our project will certainly
inspire us to be more adaptable to new environments and to be open to learning new topics in
the process to continue our professional development, as stipulated in one of the fundamental
canons in ASME’s Code of Ethics for Engineers.
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Appendix B - Concepts Generated for Hardware
Concept Explanation/Description
A strap made out of either nylon or a stretchable material that
has velcro throughout the strap for infinite adjustability.
A strap without any buckles or clasps that is made out of
silicone-based material that can be stretched a lot of times while
maintaining its elasticity like the Apple Watch Solo Loop band.
Something that looks like a belt (or a watch if the strap is used
for limbs) and can be adjustable for a finite number of lengths.
A strap that has multiple slits throughout its length to secure the
“head” of the strap in. It can support adjustability for a finite
number of lengths.
Non-toxic adhesive that sticks to an IMU on one side and a body
part on the other. There is a lot of flexibility in terms of where it
can be placed on the body.
Sensors can be put into a pouch or a holder that is mounted to a
clip that can be used with clothing.
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Sensor is placed on the part of the suspender that goes around
the trunk.
A pocket can be made on the open end of the beanie to put a
sensor inside.
Inspired by head strap mounts for action cameras like GoPro. A
sensor is mounted at the location where cameras would be
mounted.
A release buckle is used at the ends of the strap and there is
excess length on the strap which can be adjusted to suit different
body part sizes.
A cylindrical-shaped fabric with a pouch for sensors.
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Like the adhesive patches, but using magnets instead of
adhesive. One plate is mounted to a strap and the other is
mounted to a smartphone. Example:
https://www.scosche.com/magicmount-replace-kit.
Phone case is mounted to a strap.
Like the phone case idea except a plastic pouch is used to
secure the smartphone on the user's body parts.
A lanyard with a phone pouch to be hung around the neck.
Casting smartphone screen to a TV using Apple TV, Google
Chromecast, etc. to view content while performing exercises.
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Similar to the one used in action cameras like GoPro.
Smartphone will be put away during exercise.
This can be done in settings where an assistant to the user is
present like in a research study setting.
The user would hold onto their phone during exercise.
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Appendix C - Solution Development Supplemental Details
(C.1) IMU Benchmark
Table C.1.1: Benchmark of different sensor systems for our project. The Xsens DOT sensor would be
chosen to be part of our final design solution.








smartphone Yes Yes Yes
Simultaneous connections
(Bluetooth) Up to 7 Up to 3 Up to 7
Battery life Up to 6 hours Up to 8 hours Up to 6 hours
Cost (single unit) $105 $87.99 $249
Storage capacity (MB) 16 8 32
Weight (g) 10.8 5.7 12
Dimension (mm) 36.3*30.35*10.8 26*17*2.5 39*39*8
Sampling rate
Up to 120Hz for




Up to 800Hz for
recording, Up to 100Hz





Dynamic 1.0º RMS 2º RMS
Accelerometer Yes Yes Yes
Range (g) ± 16 ± 16 ± 16
Resolution (bit) 16 16 16
Output noise density (µg/√Hz) 120 - 90
Gyroscope Yes Yes Yes
Range (º/s) ± 2000 ± 2000 ± 2000
Resolution (bit) 16 16 16
Output noise density (º/s/√Hz) 0.007 - 0.007
Magnetometer Yes Yes Yes
Range (G) ± 8 - ± 16
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- Also has a
community forum



















Ordering Ships within 10 days Ships within 5 days Available on March 5th
Available Straps
- 1 of 128 cm x 10 cm
(50.4” x 4 “) a pocket 6
cm from the end
(centered)
- 2 of 55 cm x 5 cm
(21.65” x 2”) a pocket 4
cm from the end
- 2 of 29 cm x 5 cm
(11.4” x 2”) a pocket 3






and 48 inches) - Holder + strap
Table C.1.2: Comparing the different types of sensor systems currently used by our sensor in the Sienko
Research Group for their research. This table was used in conjunction with Table C.1.1 above to compare
them to the potential sensor systems that we would use for our project.






(Bluetooth) Up to 24 Up to 20
Battery life Up to 16 hours Up to 6 hours
Cost (single unit)
Storage capacity (MB) 1000
100
Weight (g) 25 16
Dimension (mm) 43.7*39.7*13.7 47*30*13
Sampling rate Up to 128 Hz 120 Hz, 1000Hz raw sampling rate
Accuracy
Static 1.15º RMS 0.5º RMS
Dynamic 2.8º RMS 0.75º RMS
Accelerometer Yes Yes
Range (g) ± 16 ± 200 ± 160
Resolution (bit) 14 17.5 -
Output noise density (µg/√Hz) 120 5000 200
Gyroscope Yes Yes
Range (º/s) ± 2000 ± 2000
Resolution (bit) 16 -
Output noise density (º/s/√Hz) 0.026 0.01
Magnetometer Yes Yes
Range (G) ± 8 ± 1.9
Resolution (bit) 12 -
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(C.2) Smartphone Benchmark
Table C.2.1: Benchmark of iOS-based smartphones.
Particulars Description iPhone XR iPhone 11
Launched 2018 2019
Resolution Width x Height 828 x 1792 pixels 828 x 1792 pixels
Screen Size Measured diagonally 6.1" 6.1"
Phone width Chassis dimensions 2.98" 2.98"
Phone height Chassis dimensions 5.94" 5.94"
Chipset/CPU
Good CPU = better
processing of data Apple A12 Bionic Apple A13 Bionic
Latest OS available Latest: iOS 14, Android 11 iOS 14 iOS 14
Turn off updates? Yes Yes
Storage/Memory
Enough RAM space is
needed to stream/record
data from multiple IMUs 64GB/3GB RAM 64GB/4GB RAM
Bluetooth Version
At least v5.0 is
recommended by sensor
manufacturers v5.0 v5.0
Bluetooth Chip Brand & Model Apple/USI 339S00580 Murata 339S00647
Accelerometer/Gyro Brand & Model ?
Bosch Sensortec unknown
model
Retail Price For the cheapest variant $499 $599






From when device is
delivered 14 days 14 days
Reviews iPhone XR iPhone 11
nanoreview.net




CPU Mark Rating (higher
= better) N/A N/A
iphonebenchmark.ne
t
CPU Mark Rating (higher
= better) 4471 4747
PCMag.com Review Score (out of 5) 3.5 4
PhoneArena.com Review Score (out of 10) 9 8.5
AndroidCentral.com Review Score (out of 5) N/A N/A
AndroidAuthority.com Review Score (out of 5) N/A N/A
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Table C.2.2: Benchmark of Android-based smartphones.





Launched 2020 2020 2021
Resolution Width x Height 1080 x 2400 pixels 1080 x 2400 pixels 720 x 1600 pixels
Screen Size Measured diagonally 6.7" 6.5" 6.5"
Phone width Chassis dimensions 2.97" 2.9" 2.96"
Phone height Chassis dimensions 6.4" 6.24" 6.49"
Chipset/CPU
Good CPU = better





Android 11 Android 11 Android 11 Android 10
Turn off updates? Yes Yes Yes
Storage/Memory
Enough RAM space is
needed to
stream/record data
from multiple IMUs 128/6GB RAM 128GB/4GB RAM 64GB/4GB RAM
Bluetooth Version
At least v5.0 is
recommended by
sensor manufacturers v5.0 v5.0 v5.1
Bluetooth Chip Brand & Model ? ?
Qualcomm
WCN3998






Lead Time Delivery time 2 days 2 days 3 days
Return Policy
From when device is
delivered
15 days (30 days
















(higher = better) N/A N/A N/A
PCMag.com
Review Score (out of
5) 4 3.5 4
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PhoneArena.com
Review Score (out of
10) 8.2 7 N/A
AndroidCentral.com
Review Score (out of
5) 4.5 3.5 N/A
AndroidAuthority.co
m
Review Score (out of
5) 3.5 3 3
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